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GROUND littoKtrs, I OR HOSPITAL EXPANSION—Murray-Call... .1,
County Hospital Board Chairman lames Garrison wields the shovel during
official groundbreaking ceremonies for the S4.1 million expansion project
at the local hospital. Participating in the ceremonies were: Francis H. Flach,
regional program consultant for Hill-Burton; J. Frank Hartz, president of
Hartz-Kirkpatrick, general contractors; Ted F. Billington, consulting struc-
tural engineer apd land surveyor I. Patrick Kerr, of Gresham & Kerr, John
A previously announced increase in
local natural gas rates will be post-
poned according to information sup-
plied the Murray Common council by
Murray Natural Gas System Supt.
Tommy Marshall last night.
Marshall told the council, which was
meeting in regular session last night,
that the Federal Power Commission
had deferred action on a request for an
increase from Texas Gas, the city's
supplier. He said that the increase,
which would have been reflected on
Dec. 1 bills from the system, would be
deferred for at least 30 days.
Had the increase been approved it
would have meant an additional $2.50 to
$3 per month on the average
homeowner's bill.
The council approved a proposal
which will allow a sewer system
evaluation study costing $61,000 to be
conducted. John Trotter, superin-
tendent of the Murray Water SC Sewer
System, told the council that 75 per cent
of the study would be paid for with
Environmental Protection Agency
funds and the remainder would be paid
by the city.
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Comics
the council that the budget committee
would need input from council me-
hers concerning pay increases for city
employes.
"At such time as the council wants to
set a figure the committee will begin
The Murray Board of Education.
awarded a bid for musical instruments
to Amro Music Co. last night after the
low bidder was unable to meet the time
specification.
The bid had been awarded at the last
meeting to Collie-Stolz for band in-
struments for the Murray High Band,
but that company was unable to meet
the specified delivery date. The Arnro
bid was for $798, only slightly higher
than the low bid.
In other action, the board heard a
report from Mrs. Betty Wagar, special
education instructor in the Murray City
School System.
Mrs. Wagar reviewed the new state
and federal guidelines for exceptional
children, and told the board that the
local school system is now in full
compliance with the law, and will meet
all requirements by the specified flat/.
A work order for a heating system
and rewiring of the Murray Middle
School was approved by the board. The
board members also received a
proposal from the Maranatha Center
 13 for a student 
devotion program. The
board took no action on this proposal, . 15 
B llages but will send it to the board attorney for
8 Page; inspection, anti then to the state
department of education. It will then be
Keeling Associates, architects Anita B. Po ton, supervisor for the Hill-
Burton section of the Kentucky Department of Human Resources; lames
Alexander, hospital program specialist with Hill-Burton; Stuart Poston,
hospital administrator; Marvin C. Mangharn HEW attorney; Franklin P. Hays,
board counsel; Murray Mayor John E. Scott several members of the
hospital board and several hospital emploves.
Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, October 29, 1976
•
work on a budget," Henley said.
Tlw council approved' on the first
reading an ordinance making Cherry
Street one-way from. Walnut to Second
_Street. The ordinance is expected to be
(See Council, Page 161
returned to the local board for action at
a later date.
Supt. Fred Schultz reported on_ a
cooperative with the Ca1loway Camay
School System concerning a home and
hospital bound instruction program.
The program has been approved by the
Kentucky Department of Education.
The unit is assigned to the eounty. Lehi ,o1
district, and service will begin Nov. 1 A
qualified teacher has been employed to
workin this-area. -
The superintendent also reported on
progress of a study being conducted in
the area of speech and language
development. The status of the mini-
university was also discussed.
The superintendent reported that the
licensed practical nursing class was
*moved last week to the Murray
Vocational School, and that the new
-- Quarters are sa,tisfartory Inc the 
sing students, but will restrict the
activity in the vocational school.
Schultz recommended careful study
be given and if the need for an ex-
panded program is determined that the
Murray and Calloway County School
Systems proceed in that direction, and
if an aiklitiOn should be required a
formal request to the state be made to
fund this-addition.
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FOUND,— ,Part of the money from the bank robbery at the Bank of Farmington earlier this v ca
found near South PWá
$2,04 11\411:ills, while
bush-hog,
the scene today looking for the r
with the robbery.
Official groundbreaking ceremonies numstrator reported that "we're Just
on a $4 million plus expansion project at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
were held today following formal
signing of contracts with Hartz-
Kirkpatrick Construction Co.,. general
contractors for theproject.
Prior to the groundbrerilag
ceremonies, a contract for $1.85 million
in federal Hill-Burton hospital revenue
bonds was formally approved. The
federally backed bonds will bear an
average interest rate of 5.95 per cent.
The hospital trustees Thursday ac-
cepted the low bid of John Nuveen and
Co. on $2.59 million in Series A revenue
bonds bearing an interest rate of 6.204
per_ cent. Stuart Poston, hospital ad-
real pleased with the bids on the Series
A Bonds) and every one that we haye
talked with.. .feels that this is an out-
standing bid on a hospital revenue bond
issue."
Estimated completion of the total
project will take 27 months. Hartz-
Kirkpatrick's low bid on the project
amounted to $4,134,500.
The first phase of the Project—the
addition of a new wing to the
hospital—should be completed by the
spring of 1978. .
Follmving completion- of the first .
phase, present convalescent
division bui.ding will be razed and
(See'M4plt*l, Page Ill
It's That Time Of Year Again
It's that time of year again, when the ghosts and goblins, and in this case, the witches
, come out for Halloween.
This witch was spotted in an old cemeteryin the area, as a full moon cast an eerie glow 
over the tombstones.
Halloween is Sunday,. and voungsters and oldsters alike are urged to make it a safe event 
for everyone.
- surrlohoto byT)ivid Hilt
"Schools exist for children, and we
Must want to make it as good and as
great as we can. We will continue tt do
the very best we can do for your
'Chham continued: -They
are our greatest resource and
education is the opportunity the should
have," he added. _-
Graham expressed his appreciation
for the support he received from
Calloway County in the last electiOn,
and emphasized several -areas of
concern for him in education. Among
his-concerns were:
—The high cost of attending school,
which recently' has been offset by the
ft Grove Thursday afternoon. Lowell Key, a farmer in that area, found the ntbney, about . provision of free text books in high schools,
 while still maintaining an
"bewas' bush-hogging near his tobacco barn. The money was badly damaged by the school and the decrease in fees. Dr. 
efficient form of reporting.
niuI rains. Graves and CalloiYay"•evantr.Strieriffs authenties-wjerertgandlanrfelt the fimincial help hasbijkla#11..,00.4.404fern
$41 Arlypf-a4.4
f.the stolen money. No one has been charged at this time in Connection confidence in school children 
apd c Ming different phases àY
relieved any embarrassment to ti•e education into a. central program for
•
"My total orientation is toward your underprivileged.
children • and mine." Dr. James .—Graham said he feels the fun-
Graham, Kentucky Superintendent of darnentals' of reading, writing and
Public Instruction told the Southwest arithmetic should be Stressed • in the.
_ Parent-Teachers Club last night. early grades. .
An active P. T. A. is necessary to
bridge the galibetween the school and
the community.
An increase in teachers' pay was
deemed nemssary by 'Graham, who
said he hopes- for tin even 'better_ in-
crease in the near tuture.
—Graham Called for stronger boards
of education at the local levels. • 'The .
public has elected these men across the ,
state, and can corrununicdle with
theM Graham said. "They, board
members are aware of _ eclikational
needs and need more power to do what
is needed."
—Graham cited the fact that
Paperwork has been decreased in the.
the roost effective and efficient
programs.
He stressed that the government
should help equalize the educational
opportunities between communities hf
different abilities to pay .
Dr. Graham then told the ,;roup of •
parents and teachers how ttfey could
help. He emphasized how Important •
their yogi% are ortticatiertal matters.--;-
Among the ways the members
could help are
- -Kindergarten provisions for
distrielsibat want them.
The ability to identify- exceptional
,
More and better buildings, and
•buses.
--Seeking help from the'federal level
to work on local problems such as
balancing the local budget.
Following the program, the South-
west PT(' held a biisiness meeting
Plans were completed for the Nov. 13
Fall Featt444
annotuicierthara iz and radio
will be given away.
•
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BASS 1 00 's
Unique, flexible rubber bottom with
molded in arch support, quality
mellowed full grain leather uppers for
walking comfort.
adi cowl




For You To Visit
311 Zone
For
*Handbags *Jewelry *Leather Goods
*Scarves *Belts *Gifts
Dixieland Shopping Center 753-7598
Spoke & Pedal
3-5-10 Speed & Mdto-Cross INIzes
•Camploot• Use of Parts
Aconaaries












cl flat wall paint with Soil
resistance of enamel. •
• Performs equally well on both
walls and trim •
• E iceilenl washability --
resistant tbVcuffs and abrasion •






X IOU ;4If !
A Decorator Finish
A luxurious flat finish lorttuick
easy decorating
Applies easily dries lap-free
In less than an hour
4 walls di ceilings of plaster
wallboard wallpaper
No unpleasant odor
Soap and water clebn-up






By Abigail Van Buren
1976 by CR.C•as TriawnaN V Now *int ins
DEAR ABBY: I disagree with your answer to the
47-year-old woman, signed PUSHOVER, who described
her date as the kind of man she'd like to marry, even
though she went to bed with him on their first date. She
regretted having yielded so easily, thinking that now she
may not be "marriage material."
You said a man may want a pushover for a date, but not
a wife. That's upholding a double standard!
I would hope that the man would appreciate her as a
sensitive, affectionate woman ready to act on her own
basic needs. I would hope, also, that she would have a little
more pride than she seems to in her honest desire for
fulfillment and closeness. If she did, she might be asking'
herself whether a man who did not appreciate this in her
would be the kind of man SHE wants to marry.
If I were testing for marriage material, 'I'd score
affection, honesty and openness a lot higher than
game-playing and holding out.
ALSO 47
DEAR 47: What I call caution, modesty and restraint
on • first date you see as "game-playing and holding out."
I prefer the former, and I think most men do, too.
DEAR ABBY: There is a simple, foolproof way to pay
your restaurant check when you are consistently ignored
by the management and waiter after you are long finished
with eating and would like to leave. I first used this
method at the Ft. Riley Officers' Club, but it works in
almost any kind of establishment from Howard Johnson's
to the Waldorf.
You simply draw a reasonable facsimile of your
restaurant check on the tablecloth or placeznat. If you
know what ypu owe, fill it in. If you don't, write in what
you were served, sign your name, print your name and
address and note how long you waited.
- If the management has the guts to send you a bill
instead of an apology, you can then pay it.
W.T. RABE
(P.S. The cavalry officer running the Ft. Riley Club
requested that,,I pay $2 for the tablecloth, which I did. I
then insisted that I owned the tablecloth and asked him to
cut out the check, which I framed. He finally thought it
was funny, too, and pinned the tablecloth with the hole in
it to the wall of his pantry for his help to see.)
DEAR W.T.: That might have worked at the Ft. Riley
Officers' Club back in the days when a tablecloth was $2,
but I don't recommend that stunt today at the Waldorf or
_ ,anY other posh eatery.
DEAR ABBY: I recently attended the wedding of a dear
friend. It was the second marriage for both of them.
The bridegroom's married daughter attended the
wedding dressed completely in black. She wore no jewelry
whatsoever and all during the ceremony, she wept so
uncontrollably she, had to be comforted by relatives.
What would you make of such dress and behavior?
WEDDING OR FUNERAL?
DEAR WEDDING OR: Were I rating her joy on that
occasion, on a scale of one to ,p, I'd give her a zero.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Halloween Costumes
- —Need Special-Finish
By jean W. Cloar
County Agent In Home Economics
Your little spooks, witches, werewolves and goblins will
soon be keeping company with jack-o-lanterns, candles and
open fires. Protect them with costumes that have a fire-
resistant finish.
"You can buy fabrics with a flame-retardant finish for
home-sewn costumes," according to Jean Cloar, Calloway.
County Extension Agent for Home Economics. "Most
ready-made costumes have already been treated. Check
the label to be sure. And stay away from extra-full
costumes with flowing sleeves and skirts."
Spray-on finishes are also available for treating costumes
that have been handed down from year to year and may not
beflame-retardant.
You can make your own protective dip for costumes of
muslin, burlap, and old sheets. It won't work, however,_ on
synthetics or on cottons with a permanent-press finish.
To make it, dissolve 3 ounces of boric acid in 2 quarts of
hot water. Then stir in 7 ounces of borax. Boric acid and
borax are both available at the drugstore.
Soak the costume in this solution for about 5 minutes, then
wring it out and hang up to dry to just the right dampness
for ironing. Iron until dry. If the fabric gets too dry on the
line, soak it in the solution again, because ironing the damp
fabric dry is part of the treatment.
"This won't change the fabric, unless it is one that will
shrink or discolor in water anyhow," Mrs. Cloar says.
This will not completely fire-proof a costume, but it will
help it resist catching fire. If the costume does start to burn,
the finish will keep it from flaring up and spreading before
someone has a chance to smother it. '
"This finish will wash out. If you launder the costume,








FOR SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1975
LOOk in the section in which
your birthday coma. and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
An unexpected invitation to
an evening get-together holds
some interesting suriLkises. Just
what you need!
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Don't slacken your efforts
because others are in a
frivolous mood. Consider your
own interests-- especially now
when influences stimulate new
ideas for improving your status.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
A day when you can relax and
rest on your laurels — with
warm gratification. Hours after
noon splendid for social in-
terests.
CANCER
cline 22 to July 23) 031
You may have been dwelling
too long and Coo seriously on job
matters. Seek out your most
amusing companions and in-
dulge in a bit of fun.
LEO
r July 24 to Aug. 23) /24:Z'
Place obligations before
desires, but do make time for
recreation and relaxation.
Understanding and cooperation
with others will be your key.
VIRGO -
t Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A favorable day for most
activities. Just two ad-
monitions: Don't scatter
energies recklessly.
UBRA -EL XI(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Misunderstandings likely in
unexpected areas. Counteract
with your innate poise, tact and
a sincere desire to clear the air.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24-to Nov. 22)
Mixed influences. You may
encounter some frustrating
situations during the a.m., but
the tide will turn in your favor
later in the day.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Caution and conservatism
stressed. Above all, avoid
persons who are impulsively
taking risks.
CAPRICORN ,
!Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
As with many others, some
unusual situations indicated. In
all dealings, be direct. Avoid
devious tactics or approach,





(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
If you take minor annoyances
in stride, as Aquarians usually
do, you should enjoy your day.
Chosen goals are nearer. In-
creased favors indicated.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
" Your personal ambitions may
be dependent on some trends
indicated in the day's news.
Adjustments are bound to
follow.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely .xecsable and could
make a success in any one of
many fields. You have an. ex-
cellent mind and an outgoing
personality; could, if you make
the best use of your potentials,
become a leader in any line you
choose. In literature, your work
would have a highly dramatic
quality; in medicine, you could
cure not only the body but the
mind; in the legal field, your
sense of the dramatic would
make you an outstanding trial
lawyer. You have a definite
affinity for science; also out-
standing financial acumen.
Statesmanship and agriculture
are other fine outlets for your
talents. Birthdate of: John
Adams, 2nd Pres., U.S.A.;
Richard B. Sheridan, Irish
dramatist.
UNWANTED PURCHASE
If a door-to-door salesman
talks you into a purchase and
you later change your mind,
you can get out of the tran-
saction. A November Family
Circle feature op how to make
your government work for you
describes The Trade
Regulation Rule Concerning a
Cooling-off Period for Door-to-
Door Sales. This government
regulation allows consumers
to cancel door-to-door orders
within three business days of
the sale if the purchase is
worth $25 or more. Copies of
the rule are available from
Legal and Public Records,
FTC, 6th and Pennsylvania
Avenues, Washington, D.C.
20580.
The Inland Passage, a coast-
al water transportation route
from Seattle, Wash., to Ketchi-
kan, Alaska, is 760 mHeilong.
a.
Mrs. Garrison Guest
Speaker, BY W Meeting
Mrs. Cassel Garrison was
the guest speaker at the
meeting...of the Ruth Warren_
Group of the Baptist Young-
Women of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church held on
Tuesday, October 12, at the
church. —were Pat Dalton, Gracie ,
Holland, Patsy Neale, and
Edwina Elucy.
The next meeting will be at
the home of Carolyn Carroll
on Tuesday, November 9, at
seven p. m.
The speaker discussed ways
in which persons can use their
hands for The Lord. Jane
Stallons and Donna Hedges
were in charge of the
program.
Carol Turner led the
opening prayer and Phyllis
Whitney led_ in...singing the
song, "Stand Up For Jesus."
Martha Terry gave the prayer
calendar and led in prayer for
the missionaries listed for that
day.
Mission projects for the
month were planned with
Wanda Walker in charge.




the Western Baptist Hospital,
_Paducah, was Ira Tripp, of
Murray Route Three.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Jerri Lockhart of Murray




Donna_ Hedges. and Jane_
Willoughby were appointed to





Per Pose In Living
Color







Free Perk* Is Iteer
6 Ways to Spot
House Trouble.
Most house repair prob-
lems are obvious. Fiere are
some that are serious—
but not always so obvious.
Everything from seeping






Get detalls about Special $30,000 Sweepstakes
where you buy your Reader's Digest!
1111 UStwTIIT4, VOIL,
nig NICI12.41 TM,,,,,, Program Info 753-3314
CAAAPYI I Each Shown Once Nitely
T Thru Wed.IN
Double Disney Fun!!!
7 20 Nitely -, 2 30 Sat . Sun 18 5.5 Nitel - 4 10 Sat , Sun
Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40 p.m.







As elegant We-cache, INN, would-be
cos men and a dedicated iltelooder, ii











KAREN BLACK OMER REED -BURNT OFFERINGS.' BURGESS MEREDITH
--illiEll-HE-6148T--LEEli10144,014013f • DOB 111101 8iTTI DANIS
, y r 4`, , ..
United Artists
PG
Halloween Late Show Sat. 11:30
"Legend of Hell House (PG)
with Rodd McDowell
Open 6:45—Start 7:1S '1
Thru Sat.
1.14..1.0{1111,,,,,A1 VIA 11 11/1-, VS11,1,
PROFESSIONALS-.
YOU PAY FOR THE
PLEASURE.
THE NUMB IS FREE
JOHN ERICSON'
K !UMW RICSON *
Crown !memo/taco! Pit tures _
cck tbtue114,..A
Mt IRO( 0( 09
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Story-.Erwin Vows Will
Be Solemnized At Church
Plans have been completed
by Miss Vanessa Story,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Story, and Tim
Erwin, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rob Erwin, for their wedding
on Friday, November 5, at the
Hazel Baptist Church.
The wedding ceremony will
take place at seven p. m. in
stead of six p. m. as previously
announced': Bro. James
Garland will officiate at
double ring ceremony with
Mrs. Oneick(White as orgithist
and Mrs. Glenda Gallimore as
vocalist. -
Miss Rhonda Plott will be
maid of honor for the bride-
elect with Miss Dawn
Eldridge and Mrs. Teesa Lilly
as bridesmaids and Miss













Ronnie Dunn will be best
man for Mr. Erwin with Tony
Thompson and Dan Luther as
groomsmen and Shane Story
as ringbearer..
Mrs. Chester Reeder will
direct the wedding.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are





Lisa Warren, a Centre
College junior from Murray is
a member of the staff pf
"Vantage Point," the literary
magazine of Centre College,
Danville.
The "Vantage Point" staff
recently organized a "Van-
tage Point Week," which
included such activities as an
exhibit of student art work,
poetry readings, an open
house, -an October-Wekoming
Party, and workshops.
Ms. Warren is the daughter
of Bill Warren of 317 N. 7th St.,
Murray. At Centre she has
been a member of the Social
Board and the Lower
Judiciary. This year she is
serving as a residence
assistant in one of the
wOmen's dorms.
WEATHERLY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. John Robert
Weatherly, 3400 Dell Road,
Louisville, are the parents of a
baby boy, Robert Addison,
weighing nine pounds three
ounces, born on Wednesday,
October 27, at the Methodist
Hospital there.
The new father, son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Weatherly of Murray, is a
respiratory therapist and
teacher at Jefferson Com-
munity College. The new
mother is a teacher at Jef-
fersontown High School. Mrs.






WHEN: Sun. Oct. 31
WHERE: 101 So. 13th St. Murray, Ky.
TIME: 2 p.m.-5 p.m.
Display. Will Continue For 1Week
During Regular Business Hours.
Open Mon.-Sat.
10-5 Closed Thurs.
Eight students are enrolled in the Nurse Aide class at Murray Calloway County
Hospital and Convalescent Division. The four weeks' course began October 8 and will
conclude today. Upon, completion of the course, each student will receive a certificate
varifying her participation in the training program. The class members from Calloway
and Marshall Counties are left to right, seated, Denise Cunningham, Debbie Scott,
Nethia Faircloth, and Bonnie Searatt standing left to tight, instructor, Beth Falwell, RN,




East Calloway Fall Festival
will be at the school with
supper to be served it-six p.
m. and the carnival to start at
6:45 p. m.
North Calloway Fall
Festival will be at the school
with supper to be served at
5:30 p. m. and the carnival
events to start at 6:30 p. m.
Haunted House by Kappa
Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will continue
at A. Carmon Pavilion,
College Farm Road, from six
to 9:30p.m.
Exhibitions of painting by
Donald R. Dugger, Owen-
sboro, photography by
Katherine Dugger, Owen-
sboro, and weaving by Cyn-
thia E. Easley, Bowling
Green, will be shown in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,
through November 10.
Friday, October 29
Murray High School Band
Boosters will have its annual
chili supper at the Murray
Middle School cafeteria with
serving to start at five p.m.
going to gametime. Cost will
be one dollar per person.
Saturday, October 30
Century Singers will sing at
Locust Grove Church of
Nazarene at Kirksey at 7:30 p.
m.
Baptist Student Union
Student Work Day will be
from 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
For odd jobs to be done call
753-5771.
Children's Halloween party
scheduled at the Oaks Country
Club has been cancelled.
Saturday, October 30
Halloween party, featuring
Eugene Kirk and his Band,
will be field it Fern Terrace
Lodge at seven p. m. All
friends and relatives invited.
Festival of Champions for
high school bands in the area
will be held at Murray State
University with preliminary
session to begin at eight a. m.
and finals beginning at 7:30 p.
m. Tickets for each session
are adults $2, children $1. Call
762-4451 for information.
Professional indoor short
track motorcycle race with
proceeds going to the Physics
and Computer Science Student
Support Fund will begin at
eight p. m. in the Livestock
Show and Exposition Center,
College Farm Road. Call 762,-
2993 for information.
Members of Friendship
Bible Group, ages 11 to 15, of
Oak Grove CP Church will
collect for UNICEF from two
to four p. m.
Sunday, October 31
Ruth Wilson and Lee-Olia
Circles of Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church will
have a pledge service at the
church at three p. m.
Chapter M of PEO will have
a potluck luncheon at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. Ham
Sparks at 1:30 p. m. Husbands
will be guests.
Billie Cash of Louisville will
be presented in a piano recital
lthvardTulfillment- of Bachelor
of Music degree at the Recital
Hall Annex, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Complex, MSU, at two p.
m.
June Curd Hostess For Meeting
Of New Providence Homemakers
The home of June Curd was
the scene of the meeting of
the New Providence
Homemakers Club held
Tuesday, October 12, at one p.
m. with Karen Housden,
president, presiding.
Patsy Pittman presented
the lesson on "Metric I." The





Your individual desires cire planned, programmed
and planted with the assistance of our experienced
landscape consultant.
Give us yolir ideas and we will transform your




Open house and needlepoint
show will be held at Donna's
Needlepoint Design. from two
to five p.m. The needlepoint
display will continue the
following week during
business hours.
Student Brass Quintet will
perform at 3:30 p. m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Monday, November 1
Murray State Women's
Society will have its Christ-
mas Arts and Crafts event at
Stewart Stadium, Room 206,
MSU, from seven to ten p. m.
Douglas Civic Improvement
Club will meet at the North
Second Street Center at seven
p.m.
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
11:30 a. mat the club house.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First 'Presbyterian Church,
16th and Main Streets, at 7:30
P. m.
Murray Senior Citizens will
have a work day for the
bazaar at St. John's Center,
1620 West Main, from ten a. m
to three p.m. Each one bring a
sack lunch. For transportation
call 753-9725 by 9:15 a, m.
Sheila King
Completes Course
Army Specialist Four Sheila
King, Hardin, recently




review of last year's lesson on




was the title of the devotion
given by Iris Casteel who read
her scripture from Matthew
5:11-12.
-Sylvia Puckett, crafts
chairman, gave her report as
well as the secretary. Wanda
Osbron directed the
recreation with Patsy Pittman
as game winner.
Mrs. Curd served refresh-
ments and then played
selections on the organ.
Other members present
were Dorval Hendon, Opal
Shoemaker, Mavis Elkins,
Debbie Housden, Deedy Dunn,
and Gail Herndon. Children
present were Antonia and
Trice Reid Dunn, Jay Paul
Herndon, Michael and. Bar-
bara Casteel, and Amy Bailey.
The club will meet
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to enhance leadership skills.
These junior leaders learn to
reevaluate their techniques
through open discussion.
Upon completion of the
course, Sp4 King received a
certificate of training.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Charles Black of
Murray Route Six has been











is a working congressman
Joyce and Carroll Hubbard and their daughters, Kelly (6)
and Krista (3), view the Lincoln Memorial with the












Congressman Hubbard listens to a
constituent's comments at a picnic in
McCracken County.












The congressman shares a progres
report regarding the improvement of
Fancy Farm's sewer system with Joe
Wilson (left) and Albert Cash.
-- Photo by Barkley Ihseleman
LET'S VOTE NOV. 2 TO REELECT
Carroll Hubbard
OUR CONGRESSMAN
One Good Term. . .Deserves Another
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Campaign Rhetoric
Has Clouded Issues
Voters going to the polls next
Tuesday, Nov. 2, will be forced
to choose between four more
years of the predictable old
(Gerald Ford) or the un-
predictable young (Jimmy
Carter).
But the actual decision-
making process on which.
candidate to vote for, for many
citizew, will be made knuch like
"Mr. Average Citizen" is doing
in the accompanying cartoon
( by flipping a coin). -
The thrust of the campaign to
date has been primarily to
stress the character and per-
sonalities of the two dandidates
rather than relating to their
views on the issues.
What has been lacking so far
in this campaign on both sides
is a vision of the future, a voice
that will guide us into the last
years of the '70s.
EDITOR L4L
We could fill this column and
more with questions that should
be the focal point of campaign
dialogue if voters are expected
to make an intelligent choice on
Nov. 2. There's been too much
of image-making, exploring the
psyche of the candidates and
raking through the past in
search of scandal. And not
enough discussion of what Mr.
Ford or Mr. Carter would plan
to do with ttie powers of the
presidency over the next four
years.
And the type of campaigns
that have been run by the two
major-party candidates have
done nothing more, in our eyes,
than to further muddy .the
water, making it even more
difficult for voters to decide
between Ford and Carter.
The Carter-Ford debates
have raised as many questions
Halloween Damage
Should Be Stopped
It is a tragic thing that in
years past some of the homes
and property of teachers have
been vandalized at Halloween.
Eggs have ruined paint and
roofs. Front doors have been
ruined and replaced. Sugar has
ruined gas tanks.
Where are our values? Are
they being' taught? Who is
directly responsible?
Are parents, schools, chur-
ches or society in general
10 Years Ago
About 200 students from three states
are taking pail in the high sthool
debate-discussiSE i;v8iitshop at Murray
State University today, according to
Prof. J. Albert Tracy, workshop
director.
Fifteen Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
members at Murray State University
left this morning by foot for Martin,
Tenn., and are expected to arrive there
_abont_gametime_at two _p. m. -for the
Murray-Martin football game.
Dr. Don Byerly is coordinator of Cub
Scout Pack 27. Den Chiefs are Clair
Eversmeyer, John Robertson, Albert
Zimmerman, and Mark Kennedy.
John and Modene Grogan of Temple
Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star attended the Grand
Session of the Grand Order of the
Eastern Star of Kentucky at Louisville.
The Murray High School Tigers were
barely edged 13 to 12 by the Russellville




teaching values azift principles
of living together?
Considering these things
which have gone on in the past,
local authorities should be
particularly observant and
keep close watch not only on the
property of teachers but on the
property of every citizen.-
We are asking you as parents
and citizens to help in
eliminating the damage that
takes place.
20 Years Ago
The United Fund Drive will open
November 1 with Dr. William Pogue as
chairman. Also serving on the com-
mittee are Charles Bondurant, Harvey
Ellis, B. L. Edmonds, Buron Jeffrey,
and M. C. Ellis.
Prof. Arlie Scott conducted a beef
steer grading demonstration at the
Murray State College Farm on October
27, according to John Vaughan,
assistant county agent.  _
Mrs. Evon Burt is county chairman
and Mrs. Ruth Pasco i city chairman
for the precinct captains for the elec-
tion on IsOvember 6, according to
Robert Young, Democratic chairman
here.
The Calloway County TB Association
and the Home Department of the
Murray Woma ,'s Club in cooperation
with the state and national associations
will conduct the annual TB. Christmas
Seal Sale this year.
Rupert E. Stivers D. S. C. is now
located in his offices at 204 South Fifth
Street, Murray..
as they might have answered.
What exactly does Carter have
in mind in the way of tax
reform? What would Mr. Ford
propose to do if the current
"pause" in economic recovery
doesn't end as soon as he ex-
pects?
We didn't get anything out of
the debates on television that
gave us any deep feelings on the
issues facing our nation. We
think that the debates are
already forgotten and that is
good in our estimation. We
don't think the election should
have hinged on the three
debates anyway as the elec-
tronic Media would have had us
believe.
Of the 26 daily newspapers in
Kentucky, only nine thus far
have endorsed a presidential
candidate in this election. Five
have chosen Carter and four
have chosen Ford. The other 17
have not given their en-
dorsement to either of the
candidates.
The only choice we have in
this election is that one offers us
the possibility—no more than
that—of something quite dif-
ferent: new voices, new
manners, new experimental
policies; and the other offers us
the certainty, the predic-
tability; of his past record.
President Ford said in a
press conference on October 14,
it's time to get the presidential
campaign "onto a level
befitting the American people
and the American political
tradition'' -
From our vantage point, it's
far past time for that.
A FOOTNOTE: On
November 7, 1972, Calloway
County voters favored
Republican candidate Richard
Nixon by a vote of 5,167 to 3,468
over George McGovern. Ac-
cording to local sources, this
was the first time since the
Garfield election in 1880 that




Then saith he unto his
disciples, The harvest truly is
plenteous, but the laborers are
few. Matthew 9:37.
Jesus Christ always has
something productive for us to
do.
Dandruff (sPborrheic der-
matitis of the scalp) occurs so
frequently afriiing us that the
condition could be considered
normal rather than a .disease. It
consists of a scaly shedding of
the outer layers of the scalp.
The rate of scaling is faster in
younger than in older persons. In
fact, as the skin thins with aging.
especially in the elderly, the
scaliness is much less noticeable.
Climate has no effect on
dandruff nor dots the season of
the year. Perhaps the scales are
more apparent on the darker,
heavier clothing worn In cold
weather.
Some authorities.. tett that
periods of stress and nervous
tension increase the severity of
scaling_
As the outer layers of the scalp
dry and thicken, an increased
sense of presaire may be felt in
the scalp. and considerable itch-
ing. may be noted
It is well for all of us to unders-
Dandruff Response
To Scalp Hygiene
By F.J.L Blasingame, MD
tand that dandruff is not serious.
is a self-limiting condition, and
that it responds to scalp hygiene
Such understanding helps to
relieve worry and anxiety about
the signs and symptoms and en-
courages a person to take the
necessary simple steps to get
relief.
The basic treatmeni is wash-
ing tlig scalp, even daily if
necessar-y, rubbing , and scruo-
twig to remove the dry, scaly
ouler layers -of the -skin Once
relief is obtained, the washings
can be put further apart, even to
once or twice a week.
Over-the-counter preparations
are usually adequate to bring
relif. Your druggist can offer you
a number of reliable shampoos
If your scalp condition fails to
respond to regular cleaning, it is
likely that your diagnosis is
wrong. If so, you should see a
physician to determine the
nature of your trouble and its ap-
propriate treatment.
Psoriasis of the scalp, much
lm common than dandruff. con-
sists ofliatelw-are_as of redness
covered with silvery scales This
disease is chronic and tends to
recur. It will not respond to or-
dinary scalp hygiene and needs
the care of a physician.
Q Mrs. N.N. has a nephew
with Osgood's disease. She wants
to know the cause, treatment.
and outlook fqr recqvery.
A. Osgood-Schlatter disease
occurs in adolescents. The cause
is unknown and consists of an in-
flammation (swelling and ten-
dertiew) on the upper end of the
shin bone below the knee (more
specifically, at the tuberosity of
the tibiat.
The condition requires limita-
tion of activity that bends the
knee. A pressure dressing with
• an elastic bandage is -often
helpful The child can better
move about by a limited amount
of walking With the knee kept
straight. Recovery is usually
complete after a few weeks I
am sure that yoUr nephew is
under the care of a physician
Follow his advice
Q. Ms. GS. asks if white bee oc-
casionally are justified.
A. Perhaps your question
could lie better phrased. Your
wondering indicates a poizible
sense of guilt. Absolute and com-
plete candor can be brutal and
damaging. Sometimes, it is a
matter of telling the truth but not
necewarily the whole truth.
A mature person develops
judgment and consideration in
conversation and in writing to
another person and shares facts
and opinions 14 a manner that is
constructive and beneficial to
the other person. Limiting the
sharing is not necesarify deceit-
ful and dishonest if some infor-
mation is withheld, particularly
if sharing it serves no useful pur-
pose and is potentially hurtful
ahd disturbing.
orww/i ilia there Psis. %dew. ts
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undar School Lesson
By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Based on cops righted outlines produced tis the Committee on
the Uniform Series and used bs permission
Secure In God's Love
Romans 8:28-39
To know that God is 'still in control
and that He is working all things
together for good to them that love Him
Is certainly encouraging, and also a
great strength to our faith as
Christians. To know that God can turn
all of life's experiences into a means of
blessing to all who love Him and want
His purpose fulfilled in and through
them is so helpful. Note, however, that
Paul did not say all things are good or
that every experience of life is good.
But he did say that all things work
together for the ultimate good of those
who love God. In His own way the all-
wise and loving God is working, and
causing all things to work together, to
carry out His plan for our everlasting
good and His imperishable glory. This
is not a proposition which needs to be
proved, but an absolute certainty which
needs to be accepted.
. We know that it is a glorious certainty
that all things — fair and foul, smooth
and rough, prosperous and adverse,
joyous and painful — are working for
the welfare of those who truly love God
because God has said it is true, because
others have testified that it is a fact,
and because we have experienced it in
our own lives. What a comfort!
Amid the disappointments, Per-
plexities, and pains of life, let us trust in
the unfailing wisdom, goodness, and
power of God. Life yields its greatest
joys and satisfactions only when we
surrender ourselves to the will and
ways of God. In proving the security of
God's children, Paul set forth the great
and blessed truth that God
predestinated, called, justified, and
glorified those whom He foreknew.
. To those of-iis_who know  God's love 
there is no question about God being for
us; it is a conviction. It is wonderful to
know that, through His infinite grace,
we are the children of God, and that we
are safe in Him. Satan is relentless in
his opposition to us, but God is for us
and His purpose will be achieved. Since
God is for us, we do not have anything
to fear.
God was willing to send focth His Son
into the world, even though He knew
that He would meet with MiSte-
derstanding and misrepresentation,
would be maligned, insulted, rejected,
abused, and slain. The greatest
sacrifice ever made took place when
God "spared not his own Son,
delivered him up for us all." Christ
not spared anything that coul
made His suffering terrible.
"Who shall lay anything to e charge
of God's elect?" The a er is "No
one," and the reason r this reply is
that God has justifi • When God has
acquitted a sinn of his guilt and
restored him /a5 the divine favor,
nobody, not ,even Satan, can bring
against hin any charge that will
produce,. verdict of condemnation.
"There' is therefore now no con-
demnation to them that are in Christ
Jesus" ( Romans 8:1). Every Christian
should rejoice in this glorious fact.
"Who shall separate us from the love
of.Christ?" "No one" is the answer to
this qudStion. The seven things men-
tioned in verse 35, plus all other
possibilities, are absolutely unable to
separate a Christian from Christ's lue
forhhiamt,
What a challenging claim Paul
makes for himself and all true followers
of Christ in these words: "In all these
things we are more than conquerors
through him -that loved us." No man
OTHER PAPERS SAY
A tall, steZely girl is merely a long,
lanky girl with money. — Rough Notes.
was ever more sorely maligned, per-
secuted, and abused than Paul, but in
every conflict he came out victorious.
The way of victory for every Christian
is through faith in and dependence upon
the triumphant and reigning Christ.
Our victories are gifts from God. Satan
and his cohorts are numerous, crafty,
ruthless, and powerful, but they can be
overcome through Christ. Let us ever
remember that the victorious Christ is
the source of our strength and the
secret of our victory. The victorious life
is Christ-centered and Christ-mastered.
Paul taught us an invaluable lesson in
his statement: "I can do all things
through Christ which strengtheneth
(keeps on pouring his power into) me"
( Philippians 4:13).
No matter how difficult the cir-
cumstances of life may be, the love of
God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord,
will never let us go. "God is love"
regardless of the circumstances in
which we may find ourselves. He is all
that we need. He provides everything
which the believer in Christ needs here
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EARTIN
HEARTL1NE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems — ,
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these ,
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E./
D9rteri St.,  West Alexandria
45381. Senior citizens will re ve
proitipt replies, but you must ude a
stamped, self-addressed envelope: The
most useful replies will Vprinted in
this column.
benefits at the local,‘cial Security
office last month. Today I got a letter
about my claim, from a state office.
How is that ofpCe involved in my claim
under a fed al program? G. E.
Answer our letter came from the
0 - • y Determination Services
(Di, an agency of the state that
w. s with Social Security in handling
sability claims. In the DDS, doctors
and others Skilled in disability
evaluation review and appraise the
facts in your case. After considering all
the information in your file, they decide
whether you are disabled under the
law.
For complete information on Social
Security Disability and other Social
Security benefits you could. be eligible
to receive, Heartline has developed a
book called "H'iartline's Guide to
Social Security." This book is in easy-
to-understand, question-and-answer
form and covers the most important
aspects of Social Security.
To order, send $2 to "Heartline's
Guide to Social Security," Box 4994,
Des Moines, Iowa 50306. The book is
completely guaranteed and if you are
not satisfied, send the book back and
your money will be refunded. Please
allpii; 30 days for delivery.
/Heartline: My husband and I will
,e,start receiving Social Security
retirement benefits soon. I will be 62
apd willteceive benefits as his wife, 
afOrig.wi our daughter. The month she
is 18 years old, she will finish her
schooling, ancl I will be 63 years old.
Will my benefits,increase then when
her benefits stop? 13:B.0
Answer: Yes, your henefits will in-
crease. However, if you elect receive
benefits at age 63, they would notbe as
high as they would be if you waited unI'V-
you were age 65.
Even though you will be 62 while your
daughter is receiving benefits, your
benefits will be based on the fact that
you will be a wife with a child under 18
in your care, and your age is not a
factor.
However, when your daughter's
benefits end, you will be, of course; no
longer in this category, but rather your
benefits will be based on your age only.
If you were under age 62, your benefits
would end when your daughter's
benefits ended, but since you will be age
63 then, your benefits can be continued
if you wish.
For example, If 'your husband's
unreduced benefit was $240.20, you and
your daughter would receive $82 each.
When your daughter's benefit ended,
your benefit would then increase to
$120.10 if you were age 65 or older.
However, at age 63, that amount would
be reduced to 8100.00. A wife's benefit
reduction is 25 per cent at age 62, or 25-
36 of 1 ver cent reduction for each •
month before age 65 is reached.
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- Grid Predictions 74-13 On Season
Last week produced a 10-2 mark on the grid predictions to
boost the season record to 74-13.
Would anyone mind if I carried over that mark into
basketball season? With the all-around weakness of the Fir-
st Region in basketball this year, it could well be a horrible
year for predicting that sport.
And speaking of basketball, they tip it off in Graves Coun-
ty Tuesday night. Calloway Coady will be playing a week
from tonight in the Carlisle Coithty Jartboree.
But for the time being, let's get back to football and see
..Astptier or•aoi.Branclon turns into the great pumpkin this
weekend on the old predictions.
Crittenden County at BALLARD MEMQRIAL by
13—What? Why not? Ballard has won two consecutive
games and they are sky-high with the momentum. Crit-
tenden County will win some games this year, only with a
ball that's slightly more round.
Hopkinsville at BOWLING GREEN by 21—The "old
man" of. Hoptown, Coach Fleming Thornton, will see his
team fall to 1-8 on the year. It will also mark the eighth con-




Buy the Famous patented Kush N Kollar




Genuine Goodyear welts - finest boot
making process known - shape retaining
construction
Famous Chippewa ^ No. 24 walking
boot last .
Chippewas have fittest premium grade
leather •
All Chippewa Goodyear welts hove
arch supporting steel shanks




9-9 Weekdays 1-6 Sun. Awl&
bl"r"`"" 753-9885 Olympic Plaza ,gila
Heidland at CALDWELL COUNTY by 27 — Frankly Don
Shelton, I'm thinking about writing "an Old Dobbin" letter
to your fellows up there and maybe get them a little fired
up. We sure could use your help, Don. However, Reidland
has not been blessed with fortune this year and since this is
Halloween weekend, you have to believe fortunes aren't
going to change for the Greyhounds. A loss by Caldwell
County and a win next Friday by Murray High would give
the District title to Murray.
TILGHMAN at Christian County—The Tornado should_
blow strong in tinagaine. I 11 ialie.Tilghinan by 21.
HEATH at Russellville by seven—Heath could really be
down after their loss last week to Fort Campbell. Frankly,
this is one prediction I hope I miss. Since Mayfield defeated
Heath earlier in the season, then every Heath win will count
as points for Mayfield in the Dickinson Stem. Therefore,
we'll have to pull for Russellville in what would be pretty
much of a major upset if they did win.
Lone Oak at UNION COUNTY by 13—This one is for all
The marbles in the District 3-A race. The winner goes on to
the state playoffs, the loser goes•home to prepare for
basketball season. Union County is not in top physical shape
but they might not have to be to sneak by in what should be
a pretty good contest.
FULTON COUNTY at Marshall County by 14 — Fulton
County can put points on the board, Marshall County can't.
Therefore, you have to go with the team that ssores the
most points.
Webster County at MAYFIELD by 56 — No, that's n9t a
misprint. That is fifty six folkS'ancrthat might be a con-
servative estimate. Mayfield is going to try and rack up as
many points as they can in each game, simply to look better
in the ratings and make themselves noticed, though the
margin of victory in games has nothing to do with the
Dickinson System.
TODD COUNTY at Trigg County by 13—Trigg could win
this one but it's doubtful. You have to go with the team that
has the better offense and that is, in one man, Troy Snar-
- don.
Henry County at MURRAY HIGH by 14—Who knows?
The Patriots could pull off an upset or the Tigers could Win
by 28 or maybe even a little more. The simple fact is just
about anything can happen when these two clubs get
together.
If Henry County were to win, it would be a low-scoring
game. The Tigers should be favored by two touchdowns but
again, who knows?
Knicks' Blown Off Floor
By Running Cavaliers
By The Associated Press the respect was reversed.
Before meeting the New "They didn't allow us to run
York Knicks, the Cleveland as well as we did in the past,"
Cavaliers gave them greet said New York Coach Red
-respect. Holzman after his team lost a
We figured the Knicks 114-90 National Basketball
were the best team in the Association decision to the
league ... we lived in fear of Cavs Thursday night. We
their fast break," said didn't play well and they did.
,Cleveland Coach Bi,ILFItch, They are a good ball club."
After beating the Knicks, Good iirePafaireih "i'as the
- key. to Cleveland's victory. -
  "We had to stop their fast
break," said Fitch, " ... and
we did. They just got One out of
their system. We played well
with the lead tonight — unlike
our first two games."
The loss was the first after
three victories for-the Knicks
while the unbeaten Cavaliers
won their third game.
In other NBA games, the
Boston Celtics whipped the
Buffalo Braves 112-105, the
Denver Nuggets stopped the
,Milwankee Bucks 119-1(4 ñd_
the Golden State Warriors






Volkswagens done it again.
They've mode fuel-Inlection standard equipment on
the 1977 Rabbit.
And that Means faster acceleration, easier starts and
a cleaner running engine.
Fuel-injection will also make the Rabbit cheaper to
drive.
Since it doesn't need a catalytic converter anymor
you'll be able to use the most economical grade of gas.
So come on into our showroorra and take a look at our• . •• 4.. new fuel-iniected Rabbit. _
nd while you re there, we can tell you about the
other 68 chan\ges and improvements on




Six Playoff Berths Are Up For Grabs
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Six playoff berths will be up
for grabs today when seven
ranked teams take the field in
the next-to-last full weekend of
high school football in Ken-
tucky.
Ranked teams facing a
• •clinch" situation include No.
1 Bowling Green of State
AAAA, No. 2 Ftanklin-
Simpson and No 3 Danville of
State AAA, No. 4 Bardstown
and No. 5 Scott County of &Ate
AA. _
No. 4 Owen County and No. 5
Frankfort of State A will
square off to determine which
team will represent the 2nd
District of Class A's Second
Region.
The loser of the Owen-
Frankfort contest will join No.
Owensbnro-Catholic of State
AAAA as a ranked team
without a playoff spot. Despite
its 7-1 record, Owensboro
Catholic will be sidelined
because second-ranked
Henderson County, 9-0, has
already clinched the 2nd
District title Class AAAA'S
First Region.
Catholic .and the Owen-
Frankfort loser will be joined
in that frustrating position Eiy
at least four other teams
currently ranked in the five
Associated Press polls. That's
because No. 2 Bishop David
and No. 4 St. Xavier of Jef-
ferson County are in the shme
district, Is are No. 1 Bowling
Green and No. 5 Paducah
Tilghman of State AAAA, No.
1 Erlanger Lloyd and No.• 4
Newport Catholic in State
AAA and No. 2 Mayfield and
No. 3 Murray in State AA.
Bowling Green, 10-0, can
clinch a playoff spot, and
eliminate Paducah Tilghman
in the process, if it can
dispatch Hopkinsville on
Friday. No. 4 Lexington
Lafayete puts its playoffs hope
on a Nov. 5. showdown with
crosstown rival Henry Clay.
Lafayette meets Owensboro
Catholic this .. week, -.while
Henderson County hosts





The tennis championships of
the Kentucky Women's
Intercollegiate Conference
will be held on the Murray
State University Courts
Friday and Saturday.
The tournament began at 8
o'clock today. Two rounds of
singles and one of doubles will
be played today and the rest of
the rounds Saturday. -
Six singles championships
and three doubles cham-
pionships well be conducted.
Schools are restricted to one
entry in each division.
Western Kentucky is
defending conference
champion and is favored to
win again this year although
The University of Kentucky is
expected to make a strong




Murray ended its regular
season last weekend by
beating Purdue 8-1 and
Principia .6-0. The women
were 11-4 in dual matches for
the fall season.
Murray's entries in the
KWIC will be Karen Weis, No.
I singles; Cindy' Macovik, No.
2, Sandy Macovik, No. 3; I vin
Martin, No. 4; Kathy Lind-












































She's The Spunky Little Doll















Moves along inch by
inch as the rocking rider
pushes forward High.
impact plastic Holds




















































Rib Shack . 25 7
. Corvette lama . 21 11
,11-H . .. 18 14
-fin 14nies 18 14
Bunkies 18 14
Super Stars 17': IV,
Bowlers . . . 15 17
Untouchables 14 18
. . .Gena'aBooy Soap 14- bl
Head Pins 14 18
Lucky Sinkers 9 23
I.)yn-C•Mites  . IP4 ,.-x
High learn Game s SC i
Bowlers 713
Corvette Lanes  696
Rib Shack . , 686
High Team Game ( MC , •
Bowlers. 847
Untouchables 810
Dyn-OMites    8tti








High End. Game , SC ,
Men
Donnie Underhill  224
Carl Ellis  213
pun Stanfill ......... .  203
- Women
'Connie Angle. ... ,-.-, .,. . 195
Rohnt-el.yons •  187
Debbie Coleman 187
Lois Smith 186









Robert Russell ,  237
Women
Connie Angle 239
Bonnie Lyons  277
Mickey Burkeen 221
High Ind. Series (SO
Men
Carl Ellis 565






High Ind. Series NCI
Men









Vijgil Setser  110
Dan Jones 182
Can Ellis  178
Lyman Dixon  176
Toby Alter  176
Ron Pace •  174
Women
Pat Scott   164
Wanda Brown 164
Lois Smith ,  163
Elaine Pittenger  157
Vicki KinginS  154
Debbie Coleman  154
TENNIS
TUCSON, Ariz. - Top-
seeded Vijay Amritraj of
India dropped out of the
opening match of the $20,000
Tucson Tennis Classic
.heeause, of, a bad_ back while
Puerto Rico's Charles
Pasarell ousted local favorite
Fred &bile 4-6,6-4,6-4.
.t
COUNTY CHAMPS - The North Calloway girls recently won the county softball championship.
Top row, left to right, are Johnny Bohannon, principal, Debby Wood, student teacher, Karen
McKinney, Jenger Coursey, Kirsty Clark, Jena Hoke, Dee Dee Darnell, Ginger Compton, Lori'
Bailey and Coach John Gingles. Front row, Tina McKekoy, Deana Conner, Cheryl Tremblay,
Deana Cunningham, Trisha Clark, Penny Elkins and Angie Futrell.
We still haven't gotten over
the Murray State - East
Tennessee game of last
weekend. Our powder got wet
before we had a chance to load
the cannon and almost didn't
get a chance to get off a final
volley,
And then Super-doe, that is
Dr. Quertermous and com-
pany, jumped in and let us
have a volley of his right in our
end zone and things are
looking better. At least the
rest of us are feeling_better,
we haven't heard much from
the afflicted hindquarter.
The journey over to
Hopkinsville list Friday night
was a nostalgia trip of the first
order for us. It was as a young
soldier, just reassigned to
Fort Campbell 'from a far
corner of the world, that we
Eastern Kentucky To
Host Racers Saturday
Although knocked out of
first place in the Ohio Valley
Conference by a 104 loss at
Western Kentucky last
Eistern Kentucky's
Colonels still figure to be the
toughest foe of the season for
Murray State's Racers.
The Racers and Colonels
will play Saturday afternoon
at Eastern's Hanger Stadium.
Kick-off will be at 1 o'clock,
Murray time.
Eastern's loss at Western
was its first of the season in
the OVC against three vic-
tories. The Colonels have an
overall record of 5-2. Between
a season-opening loss at
Delaware and the one last
week at Western, the Colonels
beat Dayton. Wittenberg 'East
Tennessee, Austin Peay, and
Middle Tennessee. The
Eastern-Tennessee Tech
game Nov.' 6 will likely
determine the OVC cham-
pionship. •
Murray is 3-5 overall and 2-2
in the OVC after its 13-11 loss
to East Tennessee last
Saturday night:
Eastern leads the OVC in
Anderson Makes
 Known
= 44u-ray-hes won four-of-the.-1"i-saw- 411.44117" Tigers- have found °tIrairselSdri7-----Illaruininarrsta"dard— BALTIMORE ( AP I - Dick last five games.whip Hoptown, at home, in a canoes because the water on
year when Hopkinsville was
highly rated and destined for
post-season honors. We never
dreamed, at that time, that we
would make our home in
Murray and follow the Tigers,
weekly, for all these years.
But funny things happen-in a
life-time.
So we went back to
Hopkinsville last Friday night
and watched our Tigers whip
Hoptown again.
The victory belongs to the
whole team and the • coaches
who have worked so very hard
to bring this team around this
sea'son. What can a mere
writer say about a John Hina,
a Mark Brady, a Jimmy
. Harrell, a Tommy .Turnet,
'Rick Fisher or a -Cary Miller
except thank-you.
We know that a victory
belongs to the team and not
individuals. The line blocks,
the offensive backs ',viand we
win. On defense, thermemen
chase, thwart and generally
nieke life miserable for the
opposition, f orcing many
mistakes and timely tur-
novers. Friday was such a
night.
But if praise can, rightfully,
belong to one man on a team
such as our Tigers then we
have to mention Lindsey
Hudspeth. The "Hud" or-
-Magic" as we have called
him all season lived up to his
prior billing and he did his job
with a style all his own. Lin-
dsey has style and grace when
he has the ball he follows his
blockers well and is very
difficult to bring down in a one
on one situation as tacklers
And the "Magic" plays both
ways! In just about any
defensive play, number 22 is
always in the picture, either in
the picture or making the
tackle either as a solo or as
part of the "gang," that always
seems to nail enemy runners.
From his cornerback position,
Hudspeth has saved possible
scores many times with
timely tackles.
Last Friday night "Magic"
picked off two Hoptown passes
and returned them for Murray
touchdowns. We know that
Lindsey Hudspeth is one
member of this Tiger team
and there' are several others
who deserve equal praise, but
last Friday belong to "Hud."
There just isn't aniother way
to say it.
The Tiger team, as a whole,
simply shocked Hoptown. Our
COUNTY CHAMPS - The North boys recently won the county softball championship. Top row,
left to right, are principal John Bohannon, Kenny Clark, Jimmy Cockrvni, Sibby Colson, Kelly
Rogers, Richard Young, Westley Bouden, Coach John Genies and David Ellis. Middle row, Debby
Wood, student teacher, Ricky 'Hargrove, Barry Alexander, Craig Darnell, Kirk Starks and Shawn
Jones. Front row, Billy Berberich, Mike Sheppard, Bob Fry, Freddie Vincent, Keith Rogers, Ken
Covrsey and Tony Bouden. „„
Professional
Motorcycle Race
Indoor I rt Short. Track
-Featuring Some of the Nation's Finest Riders-
Saturday Night, Oct. 30, 1976
Pradice 4:00 P-.M. ) 8:00 P.M. , TimeTrials 6:00 P.M.
Murray State University Exposition Center
Murray, Ky.
$2750 Advance.- $3.50 Gate • '10 Patron Reserved Seats
Sanctioned by the AMA." Sponsored by the Physics and Computer Science Student
Club, MSU. Proceeds hpplied to scholarships, workshops and other educational op-
portunities for students in-the department of Physics and Computer Science.
For advance tickets - Dennison-Hunt, Peoples Bank (Main Branch), Bonk of Murray
(Main Branch), Murray a. Martin AMOCO, Motor Ports IL Bearings, MSU Expo Center,
Physics and Computer Science Dept.
nostalgia trip Was complete,
only the names had changed
and several years had passed.
Many things have been said
about the Murray State - East
Tennessee game, if we can be
allowed to call it a game, that
went down last Saturday night
in Stewart Stadium. -
Just before game time the
rains came in eniest. We don't
mean just a little rain, but
some of the hardest rain we
have seen in these parts for a
longtime. It rained-during the
entire contest and was still
raining when the lights were
turned off.
We watched as the puddles
got bigger and bigger and the
list of mistakes„ by both
teams, just grew and grew.
Let us be so bold as to say
that the game could have been
the field was almost deep
enough to float enough of them
to play a football game. The
conditions 4ere terrible to say
the least. The team that won
was the won that could
capitalize on the Many
mistakes that the other team
was bound to make.
East came out on top
because they could paddle
faster than Murray could.
They won becaUse they
seemed to be able to run a
little better in standing water
and, at the right times, they.
simply kept their feet. The
breaks went for both teams
right down to the final gun.
The game was undecided even
in the last five secoadeNbut-we
lost and that was that.
We played in many such
"rain games" and we know
what wet weather means to
football players. The con-
ditions on that field Saturday
night defy adequate
description. But the rules say
that -football will be, played
despite the prevailing con-
ditions and the game was
Played. Chalk uri-a loss for our
Racers, East and the rain
share the win..
Moving right along to this
week, our Tigers host Henry ,
County at home. The Henry
County game is non-
conference but the rivalry is
super. The team from Ten-
nessee would take a great deal
of pleasure in beating the
Tigers. But, if they want to
win, they simply will have to
"BEAT", our Tigers and they
don't have an easy task in the
bargain. That means that
there will be "Super Tiger-
Holland Stadium.
Murgay State goes on the
road this week to take on
Eastern Kentucky at home in.
Richmond. Look for Murray to
go all-out to beat Eastern.
The Little -League season
will finish-up Monday night at
Holland Stadium. The Browns
now occupy first place in the
league with the Colts and-
Steelersxight behind. The fira 
game will start at five o'clock.
Come out and watch some
super football and be home in
time to watch ABC's Monday
Night Football and' all it costs
is 51) cents for two games. •
Very soon-* will be time to
put up the ball with points on
the _end and the Sound of
bouncing, round balls will be
—heard around the area as the
basketball season is about to
begin. An early . blast of the
cannon for all the area
basketball-teams and coaches
the time is not far off.
Signed By Cardinals
ST. LOUIS ( AP
Linebacker Carl Gersbach
was signed as a free agent.
Thursday by the St. Louis
Cardinals.
learn defense and is second to
Tennessee Tech in team of-
fense. The Colonels have
averaged 341.9 yards offense
and 23.4 points for their seven
games while holding op-
portents to 237 yards and 13
'points.
Murray is third in the league
in defense with an average of
364.4 yards but last in offense.
Eastern has the league's top
pass receiver in Elmo Boyd
44.9 catches a game), the
second leading passer in Ernie
House ( 66-131-9 for 864 yards
and 7 touchdowns), the third
and sixth rusher in Poo Loo
Talbert ( 568 yards in 119
carries) and Stan Mitchell
( 307 in 34, and the second-
leading scorer in Talbert with
36 points.
The Colonels had won six
genies and tied one
and were fresh off a 13-7
victory over Western when
Murray beat them 26-7 last
season. The Colonels also lost
the next week at Tech and
were knocked from the OVC
race.
The Racers turned in a near-
perfect performance last year
for the victory. Although
Dissension
Eastern leads the series
. between the two 16-14-4,•
Anderson, president of the
National Football League
Players Association, has split
publicly with executive
director Ed Garvey in a
personal letter to player
representatives of the 26 NFL
teams.
"I really believe thatwe will
never be able to achieve an
agreement with the owners
that would be acceptable to Ed
Garvey," Anderson wrote.
"He wants too many things
from them that they will never
give up." •
The Associated- Press ob-
tained a copy of ,the letter,
which Anderson suggested be
made available to all mem-
bers of the NFLPA if Garvey
": failed -to hoar a request -and
publish its contents in the
Checkoff, a NFLPA
publication. •
It it understood that
Anderson's letter, dated Oct.
14, 'already has been posted In
the locker rooms of several
NFL clubs.
In challenging Garvey, a
move which could lead to a
struggle for control, Anderson
acknowledged there was a
split in the ranks on how to
deal with the owners.
The 29-5,ear-old Gersbach is
a six-year Veteran of the
National Football League and
has been with four other
teams.
He replaces- linebacker
Steve Neils, who suffered a
broken ankle in Monday
night's 20-10 loss at
Washington. Neils was placed
on the injured reserve list.




















November 4-5-6 7:00 p.m.
Exposition Center, Murray, Ky. 
Farm Pull
Nov. 4






Nov. 5 Nov. 6
S000 SS 7000 SS




Garden Tractor Pull - Sat. 2:30 p.m. row,
Information 1-502-753-911'7
Ticket Sales - Nov. 4 at gate only $3 Children $1.50
Adv. Reserved Seats - Nov. 5-6 $4.50 Children $1.75
Please Send Self Addressed Stomped Envelope
a
Alpha Gamma Rho
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GIVE HIM YOUR VOTE, TOO.
Paid Politic al Advertisement. Paid for by I. W. Howerton
ATP
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MURRAY AREA
COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT for Cars, Trucks & Tractors
— RADIATORS RtRAIRED —
COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP
spt MURRAYAUTO PARTS









Direct Service to Louisville,






9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sun.
- New Arrivals!
FLOWER POTS, S, M, L, XL
Many Plants and Planters 1/2 Price
Come by and register for Digital
Watch to be given away Nov. 30th
Blackford House







DANCING IN THE RAIN—Tailbackffon Portel (24) ot the Racers dances toward a hole opened by
Jim lei (SO) after taking the handcgrfrom quarterback Mike Dickens. The Racers face a rugged assign-
ment Saturday afternoon as they visit Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
Eastern Ky. Colonels
Saturday Afternoon, October 30th, 1 p.m., CDT









The most modern, up to date, mobile
*- home court in Western Ky.
and only 1/2 mile from campus





237 No. 8th, Mayfield
Serving Graves, CaHoway, Marshall, )
Carlisle and Henry County, Tenn. (
753-4351 - 247-4350
P L Finks, Manager
•Ille leapt G..i feel Swap*
Storey's
Focip •Lwerl tgbts Res..•e4
GIANT
•Opse homilyI.e. id lip.
41.1-ais lieppinp Omer














The Nation's No. 1 Creditor
in Agriculture




7:30 am til 11 pm — Sun.-Thurs
7:30 a.m til midnight — Fri. & Sat.
North 12th St. 753-6025












77 Cars & Jeeps
Are Here
CJ-7, CJ-5, Pacer ( 8 Pacer Wagon)
Gremlin, Hornet 8 Matador.
Cain AMC Jeep
806 Coldwater Road 753-6448
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Bench Says Old Catchers Just Waste Away
By WILL GRIMSLEY .
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK ( AP) — Old
baseball catchers don't die,
they just waste away. says
Johnny Bench, who figures he
will be lucky if he reaches his
goal of wearing the tools of
ignorance until he's 32 years
old.
That gives him three more
years to go.
"The life of a catcher in the
majors should be about half
that of an outfielder," the All-
Star receiver of the champion
Cincinnati Reds insists. "The
body takes a tremendous
beating. It just wears out.
"I look at the records of
guys like Bill Dickey and Al
Lopez and wonder how they
did it. Maybe it's the longer
seasons now, the air travel
and the added pressures."
Dickey caught 17 years with
the New York Yankees,
starting in 1928, while Lopez
toiled 19 years with Brooklyn,
Boston and Pittsburgh in
the National League before
finishing up with the
Cleveland Indians.
_ Bench was in New York
Thursday to receive a sports
car from Sport Magazine for
being voted the Most Valuable
Player of the 1976 World
Series. After- a-.dilappointing
season because of an ailing
shoulder, he batted .533 and
hit two home runs in the final
game in the Reds' four-game
sweep of the New York
Yankees.
"Wben I broke into the
majors in 1967, I figured I
would be able to catch until I
was 30," Bench said. "I
thought by that time, if I
stayed in baseball, I would
have to look around for a
softer position.
"Now that most of my
physical problems seem to be
clearing up, I hope to stay
around until I am 32. I will
have to make a decision
then.'1 -
Bench was asked if he or
Manager Sparky Anderson
had considered the feasibility
of moving him to another
position.
"Well, you can eliminate the
outfield, shortstop, second
base and pitching," Bench
replied. "That leaves first
base and third. Tony Perez is
pretty well fixed at first with
Dan Driessen as a backup,
"End who's going over third
base and tell Pete Rose I want
his job. Not me."
On Waivers
HOUSTON (API — The




Hicks, the Rockets' No. 2
"draft choice from Tulane, was
used briefly in two games,
playing seven minutes without
scoring.
The Rockets also announced
Thursday they have signed
veteran Eugene Kennedy.
Kennedy played five years
in the American Basketball
Association. He was waived







Peoples Bank 22 10
Johnson's Gra. 21 11
Dennison Hunt 20 12
Bank of Murray 19 15
Beauty Box  17 15
Murray Theaters  17 15
Paradise Kennels  16 16
Jerry's Restaurant  16 16
Dixie Cream Donuts 15 17
Murray Ins  14 18
Corvette Lanes 14 18
Shirley's  12 20
Hospital Pharmacy 12 3)
Murray-Calloway Hosp 9 23
High Team Game u Sc u
Beauty Box : 783
Johnson's Gro 764
Beauty Box....,.  780
High Team Game u HC u
Beauty Box 1036
Shirley's 103)
Johnson's Gro  1017
High Team Senes 1SC u
Beauty Box ............ ... . . 2207
Peoples Bank 2139
Murray Theaters 2172




High Ind. Game u SC.1
Marge Hinman . . 219
Mary Harris A . 194
Kathy Sykes IV
High Ind. Game (He)
Marge Hinman 251
Kathy Sykes 244
Mary Harris ' zn
High Ind. Series i SC1
Marge Hirunan ' 534
Mary Harris 491
Wanda Brown  -  482
High Ind. Series (HCI
Marge Hirunan 858













Katie, said in Oklahoma City
during the summer that the
punishment of catching was
taking such a toll on her son's
physical condition that he
should retire in two years.
"His shoulder is just
crushed from years of cat-
ching—his whole body is
wearing out," Mrs. Bench
said. "Ten years of catching is








$9900 $11995 AND UP
"I told mom to say that,"
Johnny said with a broad
smile when. he was reminded
of the comment. A powerful
looking figure at 6-foot-1 and
197 pounds with an arm like a
cannon, the Reds' catcher
looks like anything but a
basket case.
"I've had my problems,"
Bench said, "but I was really
- encouraged by my comeback
in the World Series. I am
looking forward to a good year
in 1977 and I hope I can play
until I am 32." _
In December, 1972, Bench
underwent surgery for a
benign lesion Gains right lung.
He has had the normal run of
injuries for catchers, stubbed
fingers and cracked knuckles,
but his miseries seemed to
escalate during the past year
He underwent an operation
for a cartilage' in his 'left
shoulder last winter. He
suffered a sprained thumb on.
his left hand in spring training
and got a whack on the back of
his hand from a foul ball.
/Its other' shoulder—his
right -bexame-inflaniedva0Y.,
in the season from'a cartilage'
anti he suffered . agonizing
spasms in his back. It was said
that surgery might be
necessary.- again after this
seas,.n.
- "I was really in' pain,"
Berth said, ' although he
I managed to get in 134 games.
"It was so intense I couldn't
start my swing quickly
enough and my batting suf-
fered. I sat out spells of five
gamesiff and on.
"With everybody else-
George Foster, Pete Rose, Joe
Morgan and, Tony Perez--all
hitting, I was going along with
the snowball. But I was very
distressed. J felt I wasn't
carrying my Thad."
After the All-Star game in
July, Bench took seven cor-
tisone shots and, at the
suggestion of the trainer,
began gulping salt tablet-
s -eight-a day.
"The pain soddenly Went
away," he said. "I found my
batting stroke just before the
Series. If I had had ,a great
"-season and fallen down in the
World Series, I would have
been unhappy about it. As it is,
I had a bad season but a good












End Of The Month Specials
3 PIECE METAL
METAL LAWN SUITE
2 Chairs and 23 Table
REG. $ C100
$69.00






25 to choose from
START AT $249°°
AND $695
BASSETT 16 x 60 MARBLE TOP TABLES
PLATE GLASS MIRRORS Smoking - Accent





11 4SI I,N %NI HOITSE - 1114011111,1, - KROE111,ER —
JAMISON 3 PIECE NORWALK 2 PIECE
LIVINGROOM SUITES LIVINGROOM SUITE
REG.
$499.00
NOW $ 1 395
I 1N1
Sofa - Chair - Ottoman Early American
$325°°
AMERICAN OF M %HMS\ ILLE - B 1SSETT -
BICENTENNIAL
SCATTER RUGS
Collectors Item—Only 15 to sell
'199'
OCCASSIONAL TABLES










With hutch, mirror & Cannonball bed
LIBERTY - SINGER - PILLIOD - DE
CEILING LIGHT FIXTURES 
LEA SOLID CHERRY
















Dresser. Bed - Chest
by Desoto







Lighted China Oval Table - 6 Cane Back Choirs
REG.
$800 NOW $499"





Watch It Happen At
Market 414 Furniture
414 N. Market St., Paris, Tenn.
The Store With Low Overhead. Anyone Over 5'8" Duck!
Terry & Geraldine Sykes, Mgrs.
Free Delivery- Financing Arranged - Lay-Away Phone 642-6996
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Paducah Newspaper Rejects
Advertisement For President
PADUCAH, K. t — A
advertisementpolitical  for
President Ford's .campaign
has been rejected by The
_ Paducah-Sun-Democrat on the
grounds that it violated the
newspaperl.s advertising
-policy,
It was in violation of the
!ley% spaper's policy, on
campaign advertising,"
publisher Fred Paxton said
Wednesday. He said the ad
contained controversial
campaign issues which
previously had not been raised
in advertisements in the Sun-
Democrat.
"It is the newspaper's policy
not to advertise new or
controversial issues after the
Wednesday prior to the
election," Paxton said. He
said the reason for this is to
give- the opposition time to
respond to a new or con-
troversial ad.
"We are not setting our-
selves up as arbitrators of the
truth regarding 6onflicting
claims of the candidates,"
Paxton continued. "But we
think the public should decide
who is accurate and who is
distorting the truth by giving'
the candidates the opportunity
to express both sides of an
issue."
Paxton said if ads were
published after_ the Wed-
nesday prior to the ejection,
"production deadlines -would
make it difficult for an op-




— positions of President Ford
and Jimmy Carter on 'eight
issues: gun control, pardons
for draft dodgers, abortion,
defense, home owners' tax
deductions, tax and inflation,
"big brother" government,
and leadership by example.
_ yaxton said the ad is similar
to advertisements rejeeted by
other newspapers and similar
to ads which other newspapers
have altered before
publishing.
Paxton said he didn't
believe the advertisement
would have raised any issues.
which have not been discussed
in the newspapers.
He said, however, that eacir
candidate has had an op-
portunity during the cam-
paign to respond to the "news
items."
The advertisements and
news articles are considered
separate, hesaid.
BIG ORANGE SPECIAL
It's Tennessee's color but its to your advantage to check this once
in a lifetime deal - Wherever your sports loyalty may be. We have
just made a deal with Harris Flote-Bote for thirty (30) 1977 model
Ftote-Botes, all orange in color. Last report indicates they may be
able to produce only about 18 of them - due ot the running out of
materials (orange). These will be a good mix - 16', 20', 24', and 28'
boats.
These 1977 model boats will be sold far below even 1976 model
prices.
What it means to you...
v• You buy a 1977 Harris Flote-bote for less than the price of the "Cheapies- or unknown quality
boats!
• You get your boat now, have the next few months to customize to your special needs and
desires
• Even at this unheard of low price, we pay your interest cost from now until March 1st.
fr••• These are all outboard models. We will install whatever horse power engine you desire or
maybe you have a good used engine and want to use your own.
We have a few 1976 moder28' big plush, sterndrives at o big savings to
you-choice of colors in these.
We have received 100 Pontoon Tubes - All Aluminum, complete with brak-
cets. Some have dents and scratches but just as serviceable as any. Most
are brand new, available now for less than one half price. May be used in
so many ways, such as build your own pontoon boat, swim float, house
boot, replace rusted out steel pontoons, etc.
e us now ... Sizes 20, 24, tit 28' lengths
2 different diameters in 24 and 28.
See the Morris'
Murray Sport & Marine
So. 4th, Murray 121 South 502-753-7400
Don ur Grayson McClure
Happy Holiday Travel Inc.
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles. Turn right on 280. Follow 280 for 7 miles
past Bonner's Grocery. Take blacktop into Panorama to first stop sign, turn right






hand', Portable blaci• vrtiiite television with 100% solid






PRICES GOOD SUNDAY & MONDAY ONLY!
MODEL RQ-304S
Battery Powered •Pcirtat— ,..assette . Recorder. Unique design with sturdy
carrying handle Bu- t —ndenser microphone. Easy-Vatic circuitry. Push,
button operation Fast t—,a, -1 and rewind. Elect button. 3" dynamic speaker.'
AC: battery operation Mional AC adaptor RP-66. Comes in red, white













A Sounds loud alarm to wake you
at the earliest stages of a fire.
-`'.< • 3attery operated in case of
power failure. Model 8201.
GENERAL ELECTRIC AC
HOME SENTRY SMOKE ALARM . . 29.44












































ishing' Wacky, 3-D skil ,
and action game that












Types of calculation Addition, sub-
traction, multiplication and division
Chain multiplication and division
Raising to powers Bercentage


























$ 1 0°59' Now
Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat. Equal Opportunity Employer




If No Answer Phone 753-4837
•••••WW• ore w
- - YL..404.0P461*.inionas,••••.1 •
•
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i 1:30 - OwiristeW
I 2:10- NCAA: TBA
4:00 -Sports
5: 30- liewrovetch
6.00 - htusic Hell













I30 - %co* Doe
9:25 -Salaams, Rock
9:30- Xreffts
:55 - Schoolhouse Rock
II :00-Anything Goes
12:30- KAA hotbed
4:007 IlfroW of Sports
5:30- News
6:00- Lawrence Welk
7:00 - it To Ys
7:30-Mr. TA Tine
8:00 - Stersky & Hutch











615-Farm Digest 7:30-S. Bern
7:00-Wise, Woodpecker 1,31_ Tarim
7:30-Phil feather
9:00-McNiff
9:30 - Monster Stood








3:30 - Fowl, Affair
4:00-Husk, Noes
4:30 - Pep Country
5:00-P. Wassoare

















1:30 -Spotlight en Scheele'
2:00- News Cant
2:30-Campo*
3:00 - Lead Ranger
3:30 - Pory Masao
5:30-lews
6:0Ir- Hee Neer
7:00-The Jef fer MOS
7:30-Doc










T.„,* 4:45- Weather lidennetion
7:03 - Weedy Woodpecker
7:30 - Pink Peorthor
900- McDuff
9:30 - Monster Sewed
10:00-Land of The Lest








4:00- Ilesinie Leo 8. Buster
4:30 - Sepo Seal Special
5:00 - Inikpendeeee
5:30- News





1045 -Set. Night Live
IS-Drawl






10100 - Ark II
10:30-0ee Chits
I I :00-Fit Albert
11:30-Way OW Gem*"
12:00 - She Feet.
123117 pacthao
1:00 - Geed News
1: 30 - Camps*




































12:30- Bill Bottle Show thee_ Gahm,
1:30 - Eloiloevretch 11:30-Dee Time Presents
2:30-Lawrence Welk 
, '2:00-Issues 0 Answers
3:30-Movie 1:00 -The Story
5:30 - Wild Kingdom 1:30-Wresting
5:00 - Sill Cosby : '2:30-US Farm Report
7:00-6 Millen Diller Mar 3:00- Wallys Workshop 1
8:00- INOVilli 3:30 - Cbanspiens
10:15- New:weir& 4:30 -College Flail Mlles
10:45 - Aady Williams 5:30-Wild 0.gdein
11:15-Ben Hort 6:00- Bill Cosily
11:45-New Nosh whams 1,00 _ six Million $ mion











10:00- Abett and Costello
11100-Mmt Press
I 1 :30 - Ebony Spectrum
12:00-NFL Football









12:00- With This Ring
WTVF-5
6:00 -Sunrise Semester




9:00 - Good News
9:30-Oral Roberts










11:30- Face The Notion
















6:00 - Welt Disney
7:00 - The Sig Event
10:00-News
10:30 - Golden Age
KFVS-12
6:00 - Christopher Closes*
6:30 - News
1.10-The Howie Diawasion
7:30 - Herald el Truth
8:00 - Herisee Brother's
1:30 - Space Nets
9:00-First Baptist Church
10:00 -Camera Three
10:30 -Face the flatiise
11:00-This Is the Life
























11:30 -All My Child.
12:00 - Rven's Hope
12:30 - Family Feud
1:03-$20,000 Pyramid
1:30-One Ufe to Live
2:00 - Gen'l Hasp.
2:30-1 Life Live




5:30 - Adam 12
6:00-Norma&
WSIL-3




I 1:30- All My Children
12:00 - Ryan/ Nme
12:30-Family Feud
I:00-520,000 Pyramid







5:00 - (F) Soul Train
WSM-4
5:45-Long Range Weather
5:53 - Morning Devotion
5:55-Job Market
6:00 -Ralph Emery Shaw
7:00-The Today Show
7:25 -The Scene Today
7:30-The Today Show
11:15 - The Scone Today
5:30-The Today Show
9:00 - Dinah!
10:00 - Wheat of Fortune
10:30-Stompers
11:00 =I 50 Greed Stem
11:30-The moos Show








5:30- NBC tightly News
6:00 - The Sem 0 6
WTVF-5
5:40 - Country Journal
















2:00 - All In Family
2:30-Mitch G01/111
-3111111—Movie





6:25 - Arthur Smith
6:54 P 00000 Speaks
7:00-- Today
9:00 - Sanford L Son
9:30 - Romper R0001
Calendar
10:00 - Wheel of Fortune
10:30 - St vesper s
11:00- SO Greed Slam
11:30 - The Gong Show
11155- NBC News
12:00-News
12:30 - Days of Lives
I :30 The Doctors
2:00 - Another World
3,00 -Somerset
3:30 - Gilligen's Island





















3 tO0 - Tattletales
3:30.: Mickey Mouse

















6:30 A Matter of
OpportdnitY
•













































The recording industry has
many great solo . artists.
Today, we look at three
giants in the field: Barry






The e of the
Game is islookey
1. .Caeacoonwealth Sestival Report with representatives of
Speech and Theatre Department
2. Marjorie Majors, discusses travel in "One of a Kind"
3. Larry Kjosa, MSU Political Scientist
"CAMPAIGN WATCH" Coverage from.7:00 PM to 10:00 Pm
•
4, History in Perspective with Paul Taparauskas
2. 'Andrew Batts, MSU Economist
3. - Weekly Shopping Basket
1. MSU Politija.1 Scientist
2. Paul Langford, Kentucky Association of Nursing Students
1. Margaret Trevathan with Library-Corner
2. Murray High School Sports
3. The Rev. John Dale
superb and the Manilow —
magic voice comes on mellow
and strong.
Rod Stewart
One voice that really stands
out tn the record industry is
the strained and hoarse
sounding ' voice Of--- Rod
a virtual Stewart. His latest album is
flkfl h hi really wild which is entitledu own owever corn-
an Italian immigrant is
headed for stardom, maybe
even a superstar but not like
Peter Frampton.
His latest album is fair
entitled "Tlx Gist of Gemini."
The most prominent cut on the
album .is "Love of My Life"
which is the smash hit single.
His vocals are great and uses, sc •- . . .... .., _ .
--mercials on tele,v1illon - Were "ANight On The,TOwn:''' - • -
well known. The Juliard Otte feature of the album is PROGRAM 1 NF 0mA/1,MM
School of Music graduate has that there is a slow or mellow
done commercials for side and there is fast or boogie
MacDonalds Hamburgers and side. An unfortunate feature of
State Farm Insurance as far the album is that the words of 
,
as musical jingles are con- some of the cuts are sexually
- suggestive. I believe this -





5:30 - (Actin Pete
WSM-4 I WTVF-5













6:15- News & Weather
6:30-News1:30-























10:30 - Tonight Show
12:00 - Tomorrow Show 
-
I




8:30 - Al's Fir







TV GUIDE TUESDAY, OCT. 26, 1976
WNGE-2

























6:30 - Hollywood Squares
1:00-Bionic Woman
8:00-Bereft. „





































7:00 - The Practice
7:30-Movie






6:30-The Price Is Right
7:00-Movie
9:00 Campaign '76-









7:30 - Berney Miller
8:00 - Tony Randall













1:30 - fleecy Welker





1:00 - Best Sellers














6:30 - Sln,ao0 livestion
7:00 -Gemini Man








6:" - Wit World
7:00 - Welton,




43:15 - Newsweek le 12:45- Mews
. TV GUIDE FRIDAY, NOV. 4, 1976
WNGE-2
6:30 - Bobby Vinton
















7:30-Chico and the Men
8:00 - The Rockford Files
9:00 -Serpi&
10:00- The Scene et I 0















6:30 - Candid Camera
7:00 - Seaford IL See





, 12:00- Alidnight Special
KFVS-12
5:30 - News
6:00 - Mews 1
6: 30 - Day
7:00 - Snoopy Come Nome
1:30 - Mollie 
.





12:00 - Variety Show
1:30- P11 Club
3:30 - lemma&
cerned. Now, he is on his own
and now has a top hit album, should not be tolerated in the
One's For You." record industry. •"This 
albutp_c.optains the
especially' the hit title song vulger, hit single, "Tonight's
"This One's For You." m the Night" M 11 it is a
song and all the rest on the
album - have excellent
keyboards and viocals by the
maestro himself.
The album contains' the
usual boogie type cut found in
his previous albums. This
Lime it is "The Jump, Shout
Boogie."
Other cuts that really stick
out in my mind are "Weekend
in New England," "Riders to
the Stars," "Daybreak" and
"You Oughta Be Home with
Me." Background vocals are
• ,
great cut but the vulgarity of
the words ruins it. This can
also be said of "The Ball
Trap."
The best cut of the album is
a very sad ballad called "the
Killing-of Georgie - Parti and
II." The acoustic guitars and
Stewart's voice is at their
best.
Overall, the album is pretty
good except for some
vulgarity. -
Gino Vanelli
At 22, it looks like the son of
Stills-Young Band
SAT. OCT. 30
7 00-Kentucky Farm Bureau
7 15--Country Morning
10 00- llassique Compendium
Noon-Classical Interlude
12 40-Racer Warm-Up wi.th Keith
Farrell
1 00--Racer Football JASIJ vs Eastern
Ky
4 00-Classics a ta Carte








2 00-Bicentennial Concert Connecticut
3 00-Speaking of American Music
"Early American Music Music of
American Revolution i"
400-NPR Recital Hall repeat of 10-27(
5 45-Classics a la Carte
7:00-voices ul the Wind
8.00-HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
woman Oesperstely searches for
something more out of life. The journey
for-Bird McKal begins in the Arizona
desert within Indian named Red Eagle
7-00--Kentucky Farm Bureau
7.15-Country Morning





1 30-Racer Football MSU vs Austin
Pray
4 00--Claasice a la Corte
7,00-The Big Band Sounds
10-00-Nightflight • Rock
MOSQUITOES' ENEMY
BELTSVILLE, Md. (AP) -
A . Department of Agriculture
10:00-Folk Festival USA "Indiana Old scientist says that a tiny pars-
Time Musician's Gathering" site, a nematode called "Reesi-11.30--Nightflight -Jazz
MON. NOV. 1
7:00-NPR News& Feature
7 15-Morning Air M-F'i
1 00 9: 00 NPR News NI-F
8- 05, 9-05 Local News M-F (
10.00-Masterworks Showcase Dr Wilharn Nickle has been
Npon -.University:Scene LISCI.1
raising the nematodes in12-00-University Comnient
enormous quantities in his Labo-
ratory at the Agrictiltural Re-
Today. search Center here and watch-Coenedy & Film Songs"
veryrey leco; tt.:iyaor can be ruined when jazzed up.
However, 24-year-old Walter mans , dreds of thousands of mosquitoa 1bi.ns from w 
ew il 9oo -cwwert. Hour IX ( Voice of Ger. ing them go to work on hun-
duo, The Stills-Young Band 
iii oo - Nil/minion - Progressive Rock
and a newcomer to the 
Murphy has proven otherwise





12".osaa-Z=ii.ymc-F '.4" rm. 
Nov 
1 ,"A 17-Fifth of
. Walter Murphy Band. . 
WKMS ELECTION COVERAelliecEtwill lCornega,ttlIsweimasforanc.thioentoopf oafnwaintechr._ _
,,,Iveiritg:gatpon 
election
riilaboleu f1V14 4MS will have 
Stills-Young Band — Walter Murphy, who is well strive where the mosquito larvae are
_"Long May YouRun" by the versed on Jazz piano and the growing. Once the parasite
Stills-Young Band was very classics, as well as 
writing err"tion"sanmdtheNh44FR w"lenpnrgo,thciTeloZs ,ffle touches a larva it emits a glue
, Neil Young's throat problems'
while on concert_ tour last Ibunl• •
,
commercials for television • coltii?1,0:.,Ndiuel toh covetsit he with report. :
has hit the jackpot with this
cont 
Erage will be over at 10 WKMS will
ghtflight - Rock Although local 
nematode 
eDrb.tteNsicakle says,
hole ).. in the t
that- sticks to the larva.lucky to be released due to
month. However, ,the album' dates until sau-off t" hourly NPR uP-The album makes 
use of larva and crawls inside it. The
was recorded before his throat
problem developed. 
classics and. a few corn- OV. 3 glue hardens and seals the
positions of Murphy and does 700. a on. 910 NPR NEWS ANli hole.
WED. N• 
„ Despite the split seviral it disco style. It's 
really great. SPECIAL POST•ELECTION 
.;
ANALYSIS( ̀-r Hr. I Inside, the nematodes thrive
vears ago by Crosby. -Stills. The Walter 
Murphy Band 7 gik 8.30.9.30_ looming kir. on the larva in typical parasitic..
Noah, and Young, going their disco-izes 
such classics as Fordsoy listings. see Mon Nov 1 fashion. After a few, days, the
' separate ways has not reuined 
,120:5-Unrersty Comment
their popularity. - 
Rimsky-Korsakov's "Flight
of the 
-I- - parasite cuts another hole in its
host and emerges into the wa-
This album is unique 
Bumblebee," 8 oo- NPR Recital Hall
•
because we have Stephen
Stills teaming up with Neil
Young and secondly, every cut
on the album is enjoyable.
Stills.
Young is fantastic as a
composer and lead vocalist on
the album as well as Stephen
1 am impressed with the
title song, "Long May You
Run" which has good country
sounding guitars. It is on this
cut that you. can tell that the
album is well produted by
Stills and Young along with
Don Gehman. Three other
cuts' that 'are quite good are
T..00 yceoaun.,, Girl," "Foun-
tainbleau" and "Make Love
Walter Murphy .
Sometimes classical music
a great deal of moog syn-
thesizer andorgan throughout
the album.
One cut takes half of the
album and is called a "War
Suite," which has a mixture of
stirring vocals by Vanelli and
pompous instrumentals. It is
_on this cut that Vanelli has e
great voice range.
mssifin
mermis Nielsen'," is the deadly
enemy of many kinds of mos-
quitoes,. including those that
carry encephalitis and malaria.
Tchaikovsky's -Piano ter. The second hole does not
Concerto No. 1" and Chopin's For daily  ijoing, Ni.F, , 'lee Moo 
N . I harden. The essential fluids of
"Prelude No. 4 in E Minor." it
87 64).00- -'"r(MomStheSPPRe'l ,a.ol rd 1. Jbre ii': 
7 - , the larva drain out and the lar-
mgr. NOV. 4
iS all done in good taste. _, ' in (*. N. ightflighr - Soul -
"Be Your Own Best Friend" FRI. NOV. i 
. .
The parasite, which is harm- .
-- - less ,could be destined to be a hit For daily 
listings : ME 
('  
see Mon Nov 1 • to humans might 
well
siogle. Pat . Bianco does 
a 172:
great job on .the vocal end or a oo- .i. zoo :sew v Phullarromic uve
.0p;Untilve Caviar:tient ., ,
prove to be the logical alterna-
x .rsity 
DDT arid other pesti-
the song. ' . 
io oo-Earpiay - my Name is Bir des d - .- - to
I highly recommend this quithes. N it 
klt• saidNI, Kat" br 
Anne leatnn A ynung CI tor -the 
c(introl of mos-
album for peoplethat dosnot * A
like classical music but enjoy
easy listening or light disco.
New Releases
KC and the Sunshine Band
has a, new album entitled
"Shake -Your Booty-Part 3."
Coming is Loggins and
Messina's greatest hits album
and their final one is a team
called "Best of Friends." Be




We Have The Top Hits




All Students Each Week
TV Service Center














Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health, Education and VVelfare
What is a memo?
The full word, of course, is "-memorandum," ahd
a typical dictionary would define it as an informal,
written reminder or a brief document that directs
something to he done, gives advice or provides in-
formation -such as a memo from the boss.
The heads of Executive Departments and agen-
cies got such a memo from President Ford in Sep-
tember, directing that certain actions be taken for
t he benefit of American consumers. Here are some
highlights of that memo:
• The Office of Manage-
ment and Budget ioNtlit is
to assess the eiinsumer rep-
resent.itiiin programs of the
1 teti Ltd nient s and agencies
.1111mg the annual budget
\V,,r1sing \Oh
I am ti, pru‘tde cmisumtus
annual ref ,Ort cm I he nee,
Vederal c,,nsun-ter priigrams
• Departments and
,gencies must he sure thot
their emplo)ties fultiil the in-
tent it the ciinstaner pro_
-g..rarres of the various I )(Tart-
mt,nts iind agencies.
• b..mah tii 151(1 rcgula-
tem, final regulation nr no-
tice publish.e*kuLthe Federal
Register 1.)N at'llepartment
or' agency nuno. :the
name, ,iddr,,ss, and' tilkine
number of the Federal eni-
ployee resix,nsible for re-
stiimding to oinsumers.
• Each Department and
agency is to supttort and par-
ticipate in the interagency





November 9th. 10 a. m.
4 p. m. LUnch will be
served from 11 a. m. to
1 p. m.
which has been established
by my office.
• Tu help non-English-
speak ink consumers. each
Department and iigency is to.. _
try to provide its headquar-
ters and regional and field
offices with bilingual employ-
ees who can speak and read
the non-English language of
itrea.
• Working with OMB, I
tm Iii develop guidelines for
use by Federal Executive
Board ;Ind Federal Regional
Councils thitth are organ iza-
Field Representatives of the Woodmen of the World attended a coffee hour for
business at the Calloway County Public Library recently, "ere they presented a
United States Flag to the library. From left, Tim Scruggs, Grover Burkett, area manager,
Loretta lobs, Margaret Trevathan, librarian, and Jamie Washer.
General Motors Reports Record
Sales, Profits, In 3rd Quarter
tiuns. uf high-level F'ederal DETROIT'f AP) — General
employees in cities outside., 
Motors :chalked up recordW."-tishingtunt to_ establish
programs, to help assure liai-
son with individual consum-
ers and consumer organda-
-„tiOnS.
- .4D The President's staff
is to ''seek rnelhods that will
strengthen, the relationship
of my office and the consum-
er Information _Center of
General Services "Adminis-
tration and to seek to accom-
modate the consolidationNal
staff, resources and functions'
of our two offices. _
• I am to continue mon-
itoring the extent and effeo4
tiveness of the implementa-
tion of each Department and
agency's new consumer rep-
resentation progstarns.
The all-volunteer U. S.
Army now has the highest
percentage of high school
graduates in its history.
IYOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
753-5273 Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
* Correction *
The Free Ice Cream advertised in Thursdays paper goes
with the catfish dinner only, Steak Special not included.
Rudy's Restaurant
Cowl Severe
third-quarter sales and profits
With an unexpectedly- strong
showing that demonstrated
the auto industry's unabated




Wednesday it made $397
million on sales of $10.2 billion
in the July-September period,
the second maker to turn in
a record performance for the
quarter.
GM's pl'afits rose 63 per cent
from the same 1975 quarter
and topped the previous high
of $267 million set in 1973, the
industry's last boom year. The
firm's worldwide sales in the
period were up from the




profits of $76 Million which
reversed a record $79 Million
loss of a year ago when the
industry was struggling out of
its worliecession in 40 years:
Ford Motor Co., which
reports its results later this
week, had been expected to
earn record profits for the
period as well. But a Sept. 14
strike by the- United Auto
Workers cut earnings by $100
million, according to financial
analysts.
For the first nine months,
GM's profits are a record $2.11
billion, more than three times
the $635 million earned in the
same 1975 span. Sales of $34.1
billion are up from $25.2 billion
in 1975.
The UAW, which still must
negotiate a new contract for
390,000 GM workers, said GM
"once again has reported a
torrent of profits ... and cannot
escape its responsibilities at
the bargaining table."
Talks between the union and
company were put on the back
burner .Wednesday.. The UAW
announced Chrysler would be
its next strike target and set a
Nov. 5 deadline for reaching a
settlement.
Meanwhile, the chairman of
a still-struggling American
Motors Corp. said losses in
fiscal 1976 were "substantially
larger" than the $10 million to
$15— million analysts had
estimated.
Roy D. Chapin Jr. said that
despite net profits of $4.8
million during the first nine
months, AMC lost money for
the full year ended Sept. 30
because of heavy red ink in-
curred during the July-
September period. He said
details would be released next
month.
AMC, which lost $27.5
million in 1974, has been hurt
because of poor- demand for
small, cars. The fil-sn's 1976
sales are off 24 per cent from
already poor 1975 levels.
GM_ by contrast, had record
worldwide unit sales of 1.79
million vehicles in the third-
quarter, up from 1.51 million a
year ago and the previous high
of 1.75 million set in 1973.
GM Chairman Thomas A.
Murphy conceded in a
statement accompanying the
financial results that
economic growth has slowed
from the rapid advance in the
first quarter. But he said the
recovery "still appears to
have sufficient momentum to




tually every previous profit
and sales record from three
years ago, worldwide em-
ployment of 734,000 persons
was down sharply from 794,000
in 1973.
Extra Tax Law Not
Legal, Attorney Says
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP} --
The state attorney general's
office has-advised that-a 1976
Kentucky law 'permitting the
levy of an extra sales tax to
finance northern Kentucky's
mass transit system is un-
constitutional.
But it would take a court
order to block implementation
of the law, if voters approve
the tax proposal in the Nov. 2
election, according to Asst.




said Wednesday the depart-
ment has prepared tentative
tax,, forms to use beginning
A cup of coffee,
apiece of pie, and a few dimes
can make you a property owner
at Beautiful Lake Barkley.
Now . . a fantastic lot with a view of
the lake can be yours for $1.82 a day. Erie
makes an easy bargain — the lot is yours
for $180.00 down. Now, spread the costs
out over a 5 year period and it comes out to
$1.82 a day! So buy your lot first — save
your pie for dessert.
One mile west of Cadiz on Hwy. 68, is
the Erie Safes Office. Stop by and visit with
Wayne Edmonson or Frank Smith — they'll
tell_y_ou haw_ easy it can .be to become a
landowner in one of the six Erie
developments.
Or send the coupon for more
information. Well send it back to you faster
th-an yeu can say Erie Corporation at Lake
Barkley!
I Send more Information fast!







I otv  State 
1 Zip  Rion. 
mou
Obtain HUD property report from
developer and read it before signing
anything. HUD neither approves the
merits of the offering nor the value, if
any. of the property
Jan. 1, 1977, if voters endorse
the proposal.
"" -The corhinissioner said The.
Revenue Department 'is
"neutfal" and would merely
comply with the law which
requires it to collect the tax.
The issue is extremely
contrOvertial. in northern
Kentucky, where a majority
acknowledge the need for
additional financing MP* the
transit authority, but question
where the money is to come
from.
Under the terms of the
legislation adopted by the
General Assembly earlier this
year, several counties who
participate in the Transit
Authority of Northern Ken-
tucky ( TANK could place a
proposal on the ballot to im-
pose an additional one-half of
one per cent sales tax.
Under the priorities set by
the legislation, the money
would be used first to retire
transit authority bond
obligations and then as local
matching money for federal or
state aid.
Any excess money would be
transferred to the county
general fund of the par-
ticipating counties-for public
transportation and traffic
improvement projects in each
county. The money could ,be
used in any manner the figcal
courts determine will improve
transportation, road or traffic.
conditions or generally
promote the moyement of
people or vehicles.
It is that last provision
which gives county officials
discretion over the spending of
"excess" funds that has
sparked the most controversy.
Runyan, in an opinion
requested by Kentucky Post
Frankfort corre)pondent
Thomas B. Scheffey, said the
levy of an additional sales tax
by. the counties is un-
constitutional because the
constitution allows counties to
impose only two kinds of taxes
— property and license taxes.
Young More Suicidal
In recent years, suicides
have increased substantially
among the young, while
remaining high among the
elderly. There are abotit 35,000




PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Republican John Heinz,
The political line on Penn- spending $2.2 million of his
sylvania is crucial, and it's personal pickle-and-ketchup
still a toss-up in the narrowing fortune, and Democrat
election struggle between William Green, who's hoping
President Ford and to raise about $800,000.
Democratic challengtr In contrast, Carter's Pen-
Tummy Carter. nsylvania campaign is costing
So important it; the nation's $180,000 and Ford's $157,000.
third largest state, with its Both presidential can-
bloc of 27 electoral votes, that didates plan major personal
Carter and Ford scheduled appearances in the stak' as
more time in Pennsylvania the campaign Comes to a
than anywhere else in the close.
campaign's closing days.
Their vice presidential run-
ning mates also foraged for
Keystone State votes.
"We're neck and neck now,"
claimed Martin Hamburger,
executive director of Ford's
drive in a state where
Democrats outnumber
Republicans by 650,000 out of
5.2 million registered voters.
Only New York and California
have more voters and more
electoral votes.
- Latest polls- show Carter
with a three-point edge, and
Ford still gaining from the
summer's 12-point bulge.





than Ford in Pennsylvania.
But we're not running against
him at the moment, we're
running against apathy."
Only five times out of 24
elections in this century has a
candidate won the presidency
without Pennsylvania's
electoral votes. Woodrow
Wilson did it in 1912 and 1916,
Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1932
Harry Truman in 1948 and
Richard Nixon in 1968.
"Pennsylvania is of
paramouut importance,"
Timilty says. -We can win the
White House without Penn-
sylvania but-it would make it
awfully, awfully difficult."
Hamburger takes a similar
position: "Pennsylvania is
absolutely crucial to Ford. We .
need this state and also New
Jersey, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois
and Michigan to beat Carter."
A low turnout, coupled with
leakage to independents
Eugene McCarthy and Lester
Maddox, could wreck Carter's
chances. Democratic state
leaders, led by Gov. Milton








battle for the U.S. Senate, to
succeed retiring Republican
Minority Leader Hugh Scott,
doesn't seem to have excited
the public. Polls here also
come up nearly even between
Court Brought Into
Jefferson Inquiry
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
The Kentucky Supreme Court
has taken under advisement a
Jefferson County Board of
Education request that the
court determine the legality of
empaneling a special grand
jury to investigate alleged
financial irregularities in the
board's operations.
Commonwealth's Atty.
David Armstrong called for
the special grand jury after
allegations of irregularities
were made in newspaper
articles and by citizens -and
legislators.
Armstrong said a special
jury is needed to conduct a
thorough investigation
because of the size and
complexity of the school
board's operations.
The special grand jury is

























Aetherized Noah Mader Coates.
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER






Ward A - Tues Nov. 2
To the citizens of Murray that likes Honesty, In-
tegrity, and Christian Leadership in the City Govern-
ment. I would apOeciate your vole -on 'Nov. 2. If
elected I will not be monopolized by one man or
group, but will consider the best interest of the city
as a whole
Paid Political Ad Paid for by Billy J. Balentine
We want the voters of Murray and Calloway County to help us keep
Judge Warren B. Miller a member of the New Court of Appeals.
Judge Miller was named by the Governor to the New Court in August and
deserves a chance to serve for g full term.
We knew Judge Miller when he lived in Murray from 1941 to 1944 and
again in 1947 and 1948.
Judge Miller, while a resident of Murray, voted here, was active in
religious and civic affairs, and was a big booster of sports activities at the
high school and university.
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31 Tanned hide 36 Cook in --
33 Cbeir oven 
445'eels
35 Wild plum 37 Man s 
name 47 Without end
36 Mends 38 
Classify 49 Ligutd
40 Proltted39 Smooths 
measure
4. 42 Hypothetical 
41 Gastropod 52 Slender
lintelmolluskforce
410 PUT IT IN THE
1 Legal Notice
AS OF OCTOBER 28,
1976, I, Kerry Strode,
am no longer respon-
sible for any debts other




far the Super Cash Pot
at Big John's? Now up in..
$1200.
2. Notice
Would you kkei to ',de
OW Church Bus to Sun-

















14 Article 13 Lance16 Man5 Delineate nickname7 Fiber plant1,100.000 19 Embrace
rupees 21 Cravats  
20 Sends 
22 Vapidkeret 223 Imitate 5 Regions
24 Woman a 27 
Warming
deviceliarneo. 30 Goes b26 Narrow wateropenings
28 Note of 32Pays
*cafe attention
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Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
- I -NOW-HAVE- k-FULL -
,tine' of Greeting Cards
plus Christmas cards.

















request to check the
firs t, insertion of ads for
correction This
newspaper will be
responsible for only ,1
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
AND NOTIFY US 
AWASEECDNIAETCEK-
Lft YE P. 0 Rs OT, E eDi El
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
PROM-







































If we deal keve tke plant











I•i0t/5E FROlst NOW ON KW og
c'-'5.u)5 TO ,(00R5ELF 1'•






















ttfQ5 ...,AFTEFR 40 YEARS
LIFE HAS GIVEN MEANOTHE
CHANCE. WI-IATS Y:5RE
























































Prize for best costume
"Cow en Own"




Aid Sales - Free Service
on All Makes. Open 9-1
'Daily Mon-Fri. Beltone
of Benton. 1200 Poplar





8 a.m.4 p.m. Monday thru
Saturday. Come see us for
your balsa wood, airplane
models, utility knives,
model paint and brushes.
DO train sets and ac-





5 lost And Found
FOR RESULTS
6. Help Wanted
FULL OR PART Time.
Will accept College
'Student applicants for
Local • Plant. Send









ground. Write to P. 0.









telephone voice. $2.25 to
--$6.25 per hour. Apply in




'- successful sales ex-
perience. Earn 13004600
per week, plus auto
expense - bonus.
Tremendous future if
you are the right pet4ion."









Parsonage and the old
_11.9s.2/341-CAll 7534366..







dogs. One Collie, red,
white andillack, named
Laddie. !dither -sinart
part Terrier, light tan-
named Shaggy.
 Disappeared from




time, car, and Polaroid
camera needed to make
insurance reports. Ideal









Friday. 11 a. m. to 7 p.
m. Call 753-2450.
NEED BRICK layer to
lay about 32,000 bricks.
If interested call 365-
3933, after 6 p. m.
TWO PART TIME



















tendent wants job. Call
753-0231.
Canterbury Estates
This quality 3 bedroom, 2 bath home on Oxford
- Drive has lovely carpeting throughout, 'large
living room, formal dining room, very large kit-
chen-den cohibination, Central heat and air, 2 car
garage and ample storage and wooden deck
patio in backyard. Very reasonably priced. Mid
40's. One of the best buys on today's market.
Country Home
Brick home at excellent location 217 miles from
Murray, has 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, living room,
kitchen and utility room. Lot is over 2 acres with
many large trees, large garclen area,- and log













for $350 month or- -will
lease 22' x 56' buil,ling
for $300 month. Contact

















14 VY,4nt In Buy
SMALL MOBILE HOME,
10' x 12'. Fiveto seven
years old. Call 753-8216
after 5.
GOOD USED 4 string
banjo. Call 753-4138.




WANT - TO. BUY
Female. Boxer piippy.
No older than one year.
Call 527-7858. / •
15. Articles For Sale
PACE 143 CB with 23
channels. Ground plain
antenna, 12 volt con-
verter. Rally Grand
Prix 10- speed with



















and file cabinets. Over.
50 selections- 01 4x8-
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 'pet sheet 4i8 -
terior siding at $6.40. 4x9
-exterint -Siding it
Ross & Tuck Salvage.
Box 88, Martin, In.
Phone 587-2420.
16. Home Furnishings
SEARS COLDSPOT 3 cu.
ft. refrigerator witt6
freezer. 312 x 7 pool 
lable. Call 753=8560 or
354-6392.
161APL1W-DENENG.--4eble- -
and• four -chaii s, to




suite with mattress andGOOD USED RIDING
saddle. Call 435-4566. springs. Call 753-8780.
COINS AMERICAN,




carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again






GAS COOK STOVE, good
condition. 820.00. Call
489-2773.
WOOD FOR sale Call
4374257
NEW SET OF FOUR
Pyrex bowls, three piece
Corning Ware, elecric
can opener, portible,
. mixer, womens tops and




bleizd and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Mu'risay
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
GAS GRATE, .complete
with frame. Practically'
new. Call 492-8666. .
ONE SCHWINN 5 speed
bike. One 20" bike. Also
would like to buy one 'or
two- 10 speeds. Call 753-
6760.
AUTOMATIC Washer,
















and stove. Good . con-




new. 650. Call 753-5340
-
20' ADMIRAL (lee'p










aricl Service, 500 Maple










45 JOEIN DEERE com-
bine, squareback. Call
527-7732. -
TWO FARM wagons with •
mood wheels: $65- each.
Call Lowell Walker, 41-4-
2797.
A





Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of ifealth, Education .and Welfare
What is a memo?
The full word, of course, is "memorandum," and
a typical dictionifry would define it as an informal,
written reminder or -a-brief document that directs
something to be done, gives advice or provides in-
. formation -such as a memo from the boss.
The heads of Executive Departments and agen-
cies got such a memo from President Ford in Sep-
tember, directing that -certain actions be taken for
the benefit of American consumers. Here are some
highlighU Dr. that memo:
• The Office of Manage-
ment and Budget 101‘111) is
to assess the consumer rep-
resentation programs of the
Departments I nd igencies
during the annual budget
process Working with OMB,
I 'am to provide consumers
an annual report on the new
Et•deral oinsumer programs.
• Departments and
agencies must he sure that
their emploees fulfill the in-
tent of the consumer pro-
grams of the various Depart-
trie tits a nri ogenries.
• profiosed regula-
tion:- fimil reguI:itiiin or no-
tice puttlislttil in ,,th.t, Federal
Register h aii laliartment
Ther
name, address and phone
number of the Federal em-
ployee resikinsible for re-
sponding to consumers.
. • Each Department tnd
agency is to support and par-
ticipate in • the interagency





November 9th. 10 a. m.
4 p. m. Lunch will be
served from 11 a. m. to
1 p. m.
which -has been established
by my office. .
• rro help non-English-
speaking consumers, each
Department and agency is to.
try to provide its headquar-
ters and regional and field
offices with bilingual employ-
ees who can speak and read —
the non-English language of
an area.
• Working with OMB,
am to develop guidelines for •
use by Federal Executive--
Board and Federal Regional
Councils (both are organiza-
tions of high-level Federal
employees in cities outside
‘Vashingtonl to establish
piligramsilthelp -assUre liai-
son- with individual consum-
ers • and consumer organiza-
tions.'
• The President's staff
to. seek methods That wills,
'strengthen the relationship
of my office and the Consum-
er Information Center of
General Services Adminis-
tration and to seek to accom-
modate the consolidation of
staff, resources and functions
of our two offices.
• I am to continue mon-
itoring the extent and effec-
tiveness of the implementa-
tion of each Department and
agency's new consumer 'rep-
resent ation programs.
The all-volunteer U. S.
Army now has the highest
percentage of high school
graduates in its history.




LARGE VOLUME. LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY you To SEE US.,ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
* Correction*
The Free Ice Cream advertised in Thursdays paper goes
with the catfish dinner only, Steak Special not included.
Rudy's Restaurant
Conn Square
Field Representatives of the Woodmen of the World attended a coffee hour for
business at the Calloway County Public Library recently, where they presented a
United States Flag to the library. From left, Tim Scruggs, Grover Burkett, area manager,
Loretta Jobs, Margaret Trevathan, librarian, and Jamie Washer.
General Motors Reports Record
Sales, Profits, In 3rd Quarter
DETROIT ( AP — General
Motors chalked up record
third-quartersales and profits
with an unexpectedly strong
showing that demonstrated
the auto industry's unabated




Wednesday it made $397
million on sales of $10.2 billion
in the July-September period,
is the second maker to turn in
a record performance for the
quarter.
GM's profits rose 63 per cent
from the same 1975 quarter
and topped the previous high
of $267 million set in 1973, the
industry's list boom year. The
firm's worldwide sales in the
period were up from the




profits of $76 million which
reversed a record $79 million
loss of a year ago when the
industry was struggling out of
its worst recession in 40 years.
-Ford --.,Motor Co., which
reports its results later this
week,' had been expected to
earn record profits for the
period as well. But a Sept. 14
strike by the United Auto
Wei kei a cut earnings by
million, according e to financial
analysts.
For the first nine months,
GM's profits area record $2.11
billion, more than three times
the $635 million earned in the
same 1975 span. Sales of $34.1
billion are up from $25.2 billion
in /975.
The UAW, which still must
negotiate a new contract for
390,000 GM istriters, said GM
"once again hag' -reported 'a
torrent of profits ... andcannot
escape its responsibilitiesat
 the bargaining table."
Talks between the union and
company were put on the back
burner Wednesday. The UAW,
announced Chrysler would be
its next strike target and set a
Nov. 5 deadline for reaching a
settlement.
Meanwhile, the chairman of
a still-struggling American
Motors Corp. said losses in
fiscal 1976 were "substantially
larger" than the $10 million to
$15 . million analysts had
estimated.
Roy D. Chapin Jr. said that
despite net prOfits of $4.8
million during the first nine
months, AMC lost money for
the full year ended §ept. 30
because of heavy red ink in-
curred during the July-
September period. He said
details would be released next
month.
AMC, which lost $27.5
million in 1975, has been hurt
because of poor demand for
small cars. The firm's 1976
sales are off 24 per cent from
already poor 1975 levels.
-GM, by .contrast, hadrecord
worldwide unit sales of 1.79
million vehicles in the third-
quarter, up from 1.51-million a
year ago and the previous high
of 1.75 million set in 1973.
GM Chairman Thomas A.
Murphy conceded in a
statement accompanying the
financial results that
economic growth has slowed
from the rapid advance in the
first quarter. But he said the
recovery "still appears to
have sufficient momentum to




tually every previous profit
and sales record from three
years ago, worldwide em-
ployment of 734,000 persons
was down sharply from 794,000
in 1973:
Extra Tax Law Not
Legal, Attorney Says
FRAN1CFORT, Ky. ( AP —
The state attorney general's
office has advised that a 1976
Ketituulty- law- pet fuitting- the
levy of an extra sales tax to
finance northern Kentucky's
mass transit System is un-
constitutional.
But it would take a court
order to block implementation
of the law, if voters approve
the tax proposal in the Nov. 2
election, according- to Asst.




said Wednesday the depart-
ment has prepared tentative
. tax forms to use beginning
A cup of coffee,
a piece of pie, and a few dimes
can make you a property owner
at Beautiful Lake Barkley.
Now . a fantastic lot with a view of
the lake can be yours for $1.82 a day. Erie
makes an easy bargain — the lot is yours
for $180.00 down. Now, spread the costs -
out over a 5 year period and it comes out to
$1.82 a day! So buy your lot first save
your pie for dessert.
One mile west of Cadiz on Hwy. 68, is
the Erie Sales Office. Stop by and visit with
Wayne Edmonson or Frank Smith — they'll .
tell you how easy it can be to become a •
landowner in one of the six Erie
developments.
Or send the coupon for more
information. Well send it back to you faster
than you can say Erie Corporation at Lake
Barkley!
Send more Information fast!






Cats  Slate 
I Li,  Phone 
Obtain HUD property report from
developer and read it before signing
anything. HUD neither approves the
merits of the offering nor the value, if
any, of the property.
Jan. 1, 1977, if voters endorse
theproposal.
The -commissioner said the
-Revenue Department cs
"neutral" and would merely
comply with the law which
requires it to collect the tax.
The issue iS extremely
controversial in northern
Kentucky, where a majority
acknowledge the need for
additional financing for the
transit authority, but question
where the money is to come
from.
Under the terms of the
legislation adopted by the
General Assembly earlier this
year, several counties who
participate in the Transit
Authority of Northern Ken-
tucky I TANK I could place a
proposal on the ballot to im-
pose an additional one-half of
one per cent sales tax.
Under the priorities set by
the legislation, the money
would be used first to retire
transit authority bond
obligations and then as local
matching money for federal or
state aid.
Any excess money would be
transferred to the county
general fund of the par-
ticipating counties for public
transportation and traffic
improvement projects in each
county. The money could be
used in any manner the fiscal
courts determine will improve
transportation, 'road or traffic
conditions or generally
promote the movement of
people or vehicles.
It is that last provision
which gives county officials
discretion over the spending of
"excess" funds that. has
sparked the most controversy.
Runyan, in an opinion
requested by Kentucky Post
Frankfort correspondent
Thomas' B. 8:heffey, said the
levy of an additional sales tak
by • 'the counties is un-
constitutional because the
constitution. allows counties to
impose only two kinds of taxes
—property and license taxes.
Young More Suicidal
In recent years, suicides
have increased substantially
among the young, while
remaining high among the
elderly. There are about 35,000




PHILADELPHIA ( AP) —
The political line on Penn-
sylvania is crucial, and it's





So important is the nation's
third largest state, with its
bloc of 27 electoral votes, that
Carter and Ford scheduled
more time in Pennsylvania
than anywhere else in the
campaign's closing days.
Their vice presidential run-
ning mates also foraged for
Keystone State votes.
"We're neckancl neck now,"
claimed Martin Hamburger,
executive director of Ford's
dr-lye in a - state where
Democrats outnumber
Republicans by 650,000 out of
5.2 million registered voters.
Only New York and California
have more voters and more
electoral votes.
Latest polls show Carter
with a three-point edge, and
Ford still gaining from the
summer's 12-point bulge.




question we -have more votes
than Ford in Pennsylvania.
But we're not running against
him at the moment, we're
running against apathy."
Only five times out of 24
elections in this century has a
candidate won the presidency
without Pennsylvania's
electoral votes. Woodrow
Wilson did it in 1912 and 1916,
Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1932,
Harry Truman in 1948 and
Richard Nixon in 1968.
"Pennsylvania - is of
paramount importance,"
Timilty says. "We can win the
White House without Penn-
sylvania but it would make it
awfully, awfully difficult."
Hamburger takes a similar
position: "Pennsylvania . is
absolutely crucial to Pord. We
need this state and also New
Jersey, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois
and Michigan to beat tarter."
A low -turnout,. coupled with
leakage to independents
Eugene McCarthy and Lester
Maddox, -could wreck Carter's
chances. Democratic state
leaders, led by Gov. Milton
Shapp, are increasing get-out-
the-vote pitches, particularly
in the party's urban





battle for the U.S. Senate, to
succeed retiring Republican
Minority Leader Hugh Scott,
doesn't seem to have excited
the public. Polls here also
come up nearly even between
Republican John Heinz,
spending $2.2 million of his
personal pickle-and-ketchup
fortune, and Democrat
William Green, who's hoping
to raise about $800410.
In contrast, Carter's Pen-
nsylvania campaign is costing
$180,000 and Ford's $157,000.
Both presidential can-
didates plan major personal
appearances in the state as




FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
The Kentucky Supreme Court
has taken under advisement a
Jefferson County Board of
Education request that the
court determine the legality of
empaneling a special grand
jury to investigate alleged
financial irregularities in the
board's operations.
Commonwealth's Atty.
David Armstrong called for
the special grand jury after
allegations of irregularities
were made in newspaper
articles and by citizens and
legislators.
Armstrong said a special
jury is needed to conduct a
thorough investigation
because of the size and
complexity of the school
board's operations.
The special grand jury is


























Antkorinal antis Bonder Center
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER







Ward A - Tues Nov. 2
To the citizens of Murray that likes Honesty, In-
tegrity, and Christian Leadership in the City Govern-
ment.] wouldAppreciate your vote on Nov. 1. If
elected I will not be monopolized by one man or
group, but will consider the best interest of the city
as a whole
Paid Political Ad ford for by Billy). Balentine
We want the voters of Murray and Calloway County to help us keep
Judge Warren B. Miller a member of the New Court of Appeals.
Judge Miller was named by the Governor to the New Court in August and
deserves a chance to serve for a full term.
' We knew Judge Miller when he lived in Murray from 1941 to 1944 and
again in 1947 and 1948.
Judge Miller, while a resident of Murray, voted here., was active in
religious and civic affairs, and was a big booster of sports activities at the
high school and university.
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11. PUT IT IN THE
1 legal Notice
AS OF OCTOBER 28,
1976, 1, Kerry Strode,
am no longer respon-
sible for any debts other




for the Super Cash Pot
at Big John's? Naar up to
$1200.
2 Notice
Would you hke to ride
Oar Osurch Bus to Sun-









ACROSS 8Afesidue9 Entreaty '1 Frozen dew
6 Make 10 Place torworshipsuitable















28 Note of attentionscale 34 Jog29 Scorches
31 Tan nod hide 36 Cook in 44 Peelsoven 54 Cry Ot Oat33 Chair 37 Man aflame 47 Without end 57 Diphthong35 Wild plum 38 Classify 49 Liquid 58 A state,36 Mends
39 Smooths - 40 profited s2 measure • IOW I
42 Hypothetical 4 ' TaCtrd 
Slender 60 Note of
finial-Aorta , scale ....._..



























• .... I ,7 1 4- '3 "...,%.' 
cc.:




















24 30 •:•:• 3, 37
n
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51 22 : • 3 54 • ss





























I NOW A FULL
line of Greeting Cards
plus Christmas cards.




























YOU CAT A RREVI"
we'RE out-etc:0E /- or '











PROOF we DI ID-
ANYTHING
OLEMAN )-Ndo
























ciiENePY01 nERcilREODr 7 St EDIA TE
Y SO EASE CHECK
AD CAREFULL Y
ND NOTIFY US PROM
















Senior Citizens . . 753-0929
....153-silo











5 a.tIom't have the plant





































































Aid Sales - Free Service
on All Makes. Open 9-1
Daily. Mon-Fri. Beltone
of Benton. 1200 Poplar





8 a.m.-6141"min. Monday thru
Saturday. e see us for
your balsa, wood, airplane
models, utility knives,
model paint and britibes.
HO train sets and ac-
cessories. Lionel and N-
g uage track.
614 S. 416 Strait
Cal 753-7363




Parsonage and the old
6 Help Wanted










TEN -LADIES needed for
part time temporary
office promotion work.
Must have pleasant -
telephone voice. $2.25 to
$6.25 per hour. Apply in






per week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous future if





feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.
PERSON with Spare
time, car, and Polaroid
camera needed to make
insurance reports. Ideal









Friday. 11 a. m. to 7 p.
m. Call 753-2450.
NEED BRICK layer to
lay about 32,000 bricks.
11 interested call 365-
3933, after 6 p. m.
TWO PART- TIME





ho-spit#1.-Call-75345fiel-- - WANTED-brick layers or







dogs. One Collie, red,
white and black, named
Laddie. Other small
part Terrier, light tan
named Shaggy.
Disappeared from
















tendent wants job. Call
753-0231.
Canterbury Estates
This quality 3 bedroom, 2 bath-home on -Oxford
Drive has lovely carpeting throughout, large
living reorh, formal dining room, very large kit-
chen-den combination, central heat and air, 2 car
garage and ample storage and wooden deck
patio in backyard. Very. reasonably priced Mid
40'.s. One of the best buys on .today's market.
Country Home
Brick home t excellent location 2k-2 miles from
Murray,lias bedrooms, 2 baths, living room,
kitchen and utility.room. ilt is over 2 acres with
Many large tr4s;"large garden area, and log
barn. Priced in mid 30's. . •-•
-KOPPERUD
REALTY!!!









Box 605, Murray, Ky.







for $350 month or will
lease 22' x 56' buil,ling
for $300 month. Contact

















14 ?rani To Buy
SMALL MOBILE HOME,
10' x 12'. •Five to seven
years old. Call 753-8216
after 5.
GOOD USED 4 string
banjo. Call 753-4138.




WANT TO BUY- -
Female Boxer puppy.






Foreign, .old and gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 Articles for Sale
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again






GAS COOK STOVE, good
condition. $20.00. Call
4894773. • - -
WOOD, FOR sale Call
t37-4257.
NEW SET OF FOUR
Pyrex bowls, three piece
Corning Ware, electric
can 6l5efier, portable,
rinser, womens tops and




bleized and solid colors
can, be installed , by
amateur. Murray




.. ONE $CHWINN 6 speed
bike. One 20" bike. Also
would like to buy One or






2 South 9/h, Murray
Coll /53 5111






F 131.1 tangi fs r
Square
PACE 143 CB with 23
• channels.. Ground plain
antenna, 12 volt con-
verter.. Rally Grand
Prix 10 speed with
73.428generator and light. Call
NO'FICOLD small














and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 .ro
$7.00 per 'sheet 48 ex-
terior siding. at $6.40.119,
exterior 'siding at 97.20.
Ross at Tuck Salvage.
Box 88, Martin, Tn.
Phone 687-2420.
16 Home furnishings
SEARS COLDSPOT 3 cu.
ft. refrigerator with
freezer. 3'2 x 7 pool
table. Call 753-8560 or
354-6392.
-MAPLE "inNING tab
• and four chairs, to
















and "stove. Good con-
















and Service, 500 Maple










45 JOHN DEERE com-
bine. squareback. -Call
527:7732.
TWO FARM wagons with
wood wheels. $65 each.
Call Lowell Walker, 474-
Amelemapos 2797








and Super B grain
dryers will sponsor a
grain drying demon-




will be served 10:30 a.
m. to 5:00 p. m. Buy
your dryer now and we
pay the interest until
next fall. You get the
investment credit also.
Call 753-2958 for further
information.
06 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





boat. 40 h. p. Johnson
motor, trolling motor
with foot control and
trailer. $650. Call 753-
2361. after 5:30.
16' ASTROGLASS bass
boat, 115 h.p. Mercury
with car trim. Heavy
Duty trailer. 1972 model




PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the









































Choose one now for the holidays
ahead
You cannot afford to miss this sale.
Layaway for Christmas. Sale ends when
present stock is sold. Hurry toderp
New and Used Organs and Piano
LOWERY, BALDWIN, THOMAS
STORY AND CLARK, CABLE,
MILLER
A YAMAHA GRAND
( Free bench pad with all keyboard instruments
sold through November 15th)
CLIP THIS AD FOR FREE LAMP OF
YOUR CHOICE WITH PURCHASE OF
ANY NEW KEYBOARD
(Open 10:00to 6:00 daily. Sunday 1:00to 4:00i
REED MUSIC
Road 58 between Benton-Mayfield, turn at Har-
vey see signs. Phone 527-8955
Mohlur
22. Musical
NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.





organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across








party to take over
Spinet Piano. Easy
Terms. Can be seen
locally. Write: Credit
Manager, P.O. Box





NOW is one of the best limes to
spray under and around your
home, begs, spiders, all kinds of
insects and pests are looking for
a place to hibernate-under your
home. Its warm, they are out of












and one antique radio
and record player
combination, 78 rpm.
Call 753-8560 or 354-6392.
FORMICA TOPS, sink
cut outs, and odd pieces.
Used doors, used tires,
fireplace screen, range
hoods, used glass tub
enclosure. Roys Car-
penter Shop, next to
Drive In.
WOOD KING circulating
heaters, $175. Would like
to do babysitting in my
home. $3.00 per day or
night. Call 753-5947.
RIDING LAWN MOWER




mower, dozer blade and
hydraulic for rear at-
tachments. Includes
dozer, cart and dozer
blade. Call 753-8560.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
- made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1-443-7323.
26 TV Radio
TRC-56 CB radio. $100.
Call 753-4331.
WALNUT CABINET




condition. $100. Call 436-
2103.
RCA 21" color console
laquickap-
pointment to see call
753-2758.
27. Mobile Home Sales
54 X 24 DOUBLE wide
with or without lot. Also
with or without fur-
niture. Willis H. Smith,
Route 5, Benton, Ky.
CalJ 354-6450. •
IT CAMPAIGN 1.7& OR Ata
COMMERICALS GETN1NG 13ET1ER`.?"





WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid: ,
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
28. Heating 8 Coaling
DUO-THERM oil heater
with blower. $25.00 or
best offer. Call 753-4590.
29. Mobile Home Rentals





blocks of University on
private lot. Couples
only. No pets. $100
month. Call 753-4661.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for





basement at 9th and
Sycamore. Next to
Woods Florist. Call 522-
1 Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE 16 to 20
acres for four mares.
Near Murray. Call 753-
4627.
32. Apartments for Rent
FURNISHED APART-
MENTS - one or 2
bedroom. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. Call 753-6609 -
NICE FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control,









34. Houses For Rent
HOUSE DIVIDED INTO













FOR RENT - TWO
bedroom unfurnished
house. Call 753-8080.






large bath, carport. Call
489-2116 after 5 p. m.
36 Foi Rent Or I plc°
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
36 Tor Rent Or Lease




Highway 641 and Ar-
cadia Court, Murray.
Write Central Shop-




1717, days; 502) 926-
3428, nights.
37. Livestock - Supplies
TWO MALE HOGS. Pure





No older than one year.
Call 527-7858.
AKC IRISH Setter pup-
pies and adult breeding









weeks old. Call 753-2378.
AKC REGISTERED Tiny
Toy Poodles. -Male and
female. Call 753-0957.
IRISH SETTER puppy/.
Six • weeks old. Call 753-
9570.
39. Poultry Supplies
HENS FOR SALE. Call
' 753-4859.
40. Produce
TURNIPS - $3.50 bushel.
Greens - $1.50 bushel,
you pick. Sweet potatoes
- large $3.00 bushel.
Bakers - $2 00 bushel.
Bring container. Call 1-
901-642-4439.
41. Public Sales
GARAGE SALE: at Tim
Smith's Upholstery Shop
in Farmington. 9 a. m. -
5 p. m. October 29 and
30. Upholstery remnants
- and miscellaneous





Road at Stanley Home
Products office. Next




pitcher set. Many nice
items.
BIG GARAGE SALE. 1/2
mile west of Lynn Grove
on Highway 94.
Every day this week. 9 a._
m. -8 p. m. 300 pair of
boys, girls, men and
woniens shoes, first line
quality. Values to $24.00.
$1.50-55.00 pair as long
as they last. Boys and
----girls slacks, sweaters
and blouses, same low
price 150 gallon new
paint, $7.00 to $12.00
value, $1.50.43.00 gallon.
Also antiques, glass and
china, refrigerator,
automatic washer and








power tools, records and
CB equipment Friday
and Saturday, October
29 and 30, BOON. 17th.
GARAGE SALE.
Saturday October 30, 8




8-5. Antiques, oak bed,
and rocker, Tiffany type
lamp, floor lamp, pic-
ture album with stand,





two sets of Duncan




storm door, trunks, etc.
Take 121 South, turn






























mage Sale. 8-4. Inside
Bargain Barn, 13th and








Saturday, October 30, 8-
5. Large variety of good
clothes, tapes, records







and 30. 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
43 Real Estate
SHOP 32' x 44' on 1 acre




SOLD TWO more farms
last week and just listed
another 75 acre tract
near Kentucky Lake.
This land is ideal for
cattle or horse farm-all





Brick 2 bedroom home
with fireplace, centriti.4.
-electric heat and air,




phone us at KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, for more in-
formation on this choice
property.
31 acres about a mile







Realtor, SOS Main St.,




REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Bill Kop-
perud, 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on ,properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.
ONE . ACRE LAND on
North 641, near Murray.
Call 753-8527. ,
FIVE LOTS in Florida for
sale or trade, East and
West. Call 753-0790 or
753-4124.
COMM E R CI A L
PROPERTY located on
. Highway 641 North, near
city limits, 6 acres that
can be used for many
businesses. Price
$16,000. Fulton Young
Realty, 408 South 4th,
753-7333.
A CHARMING HOME in
Canterbury Estates with




entry hall and formal
dining room. This lovely
brick is brand new and
ready to be occupied.
Call 753-8080 or come by
105 N. 12th., BOYD
MAJORS 'REAL
ESTATE.
FOR ALL YOUR in-
surance or real estate
needs. Call Wilson.





and grocery store, also
extra building lot at New
Providence. Home is
older frame on % acre
wooded lot. Has 4
bedroom, carpet,
drapes, and in excellent
condition. Barn and
smoke house. Store is
well stocked with $8-
$10,000 inventory and
--PumPs- The
price will amaze you
and everything goes
including all stock and
buildings. CALL FOR
APPOINTMENT TO
SEE, Guy Spann Realty,
901 Sycamore, 753-7724.
STORE FOR SALE on
Highway 121 South of
Murray. This store is
doing good business, it
also has restaurant with
new gas range and ice
maker. All stock, fix-
tures and equipment go




156x280. Plenty of room
for expansion or trailer
cotirt. Priced very
reasonable. Fulton
Young Realty, 408 South
4th, 7534333.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
45 Farms For Sale
40 ACRES ON HIGHWAY
94 East, 11,4 acre tobacco
base and good tobacco
barn, 2 ponds, 1500 ft.
highway frontage.
Fulton Young Realty,
408 South 4th Street, 753-
7333.
46 Humes For "). tie
OWNER. Attractive
small, 2 bedroom,
located at 513 Beale.
Ideal for retired couple,
young family or rental
property. Shopping area
and new park within
walking distance.
Priced to sell. Call 753-
4862 or 753-1611.
BY OWNER -home and
20 acres, brick 4
bedroom, • 1½ bath
house. All electric built-
in oven and stove. 10
acres tillable, 10 acres
fenced for livestock, 2
stock barns, 2 large
-ponds. Between Tri-Clty
and Lynn Grove. Priced
in mid 30's. Call 435-4589.
LIVABLE IN-
COMPLETE new 3
bedroom house, 3 miles
from Murray on private
road. Two large lots,
ideal for budget minded.
Willing to work under
$2 0,0 00. Serious
inquiries only. Call 753-
8848.
1975 Pontiac Grand Prix, extra clean, new car trade
in.
1975 Pontiac Lemans hard top coupe, extra nice,
new car trade in.
1975 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe, extra
clean, low mileage, new car trade in. ..
1974 Toyota Wagon.
1972 Pontiac Grand Ville, 4 door hard top, loaded,
new car trade in.
•
1969 Oldsmobile 88, 2 door hard top, double power
oand air.






ads - Peados Gales
"Sereed Centorners Am Our
Maw Cower,'
1406 Wst4 /Asia • 713-5315
NOTICE
The Dept. of Streets - Sant. will start the City-
wide leaf pickup Mon. 11-1-76. Every effort will be
made to clean the entire city of leaves as quickly as
personnel and equip. will allow. Leaves must be
raked to buck of curb or edge of blacktop to ac-
commodate our vacuum leaf machine (The City of
Murray will not enter upon private property per
collection of leaves). We respectfully request full
cooperation and consideration of all citizens of
Murray who will have need of these services.
Thank You
• City of Murray
Dept. Streets-Sant.
NOTICE
A 10% Penalty will be added to city of
Murray Property Taxes if not paid by
November 1, 1976. Taxes are payable to
the city clerk, city h911 building, Murray,
Kentucky. The city clerk's office is open
8 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Monday fhru-
Friday and will be open 9:00 a. m. to
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Two miles from Murray
on 121 South. This home
has central heat and air,
1'2 baths, fully car-
peted. A beautiful and
quiet place to live. Price
$35,000. Fulton Young




and heat, carpet, all
built-ins on city water
and sewer. Upper 20's.
Will consider trading for
something valuable as
down payment. Call 753-
3672.
BY OWNER: 7 room
ranch style house with






• barns, 70' equipment
shed, dairy barn, other
outbuildings:- All under
woven wire fence. One
mile west of Dexter on
Hickory Grove Rd.
Price $100,000. Call 753-
5618.
31r...44%. Jr 30
46. Homes For Sale
BRICK THREE
BEDROOM, 1 bath,
about 5 years old.
Located on Catalina
Drive. Close to shopping
centers, school. Nice
residential area.









in utility room. Nice
patio. Garden space
available. Don't miss
this one. Price $26,500.
Fulton Young Realty,
408 South 4th, 753-7333.
THREE BEDROOM
brick house, stran-steel
shop building. On two-





ping, 2 baths, family
room, 3 bedroom








46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, nice 3
bedroom home, den,
utility room, 2 out-
buildings, fruit trees,
garden spot, over 1 acre.
Two miles South of
Shopping Center on 641.
Call 753-0154.
REDUCED 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick home,
electric heat, on acre
lot. Good location near
fairgrounds_ Phone 753;
6795.
BY OWNER - Brick
house on large corner lot





kitchen, gas central heat
,.an air. Close to school.
$39,500. See at 600 South





_ rOom _ large _ two car
garage. Many 5-luxury
features. For details call
Bob Perrin evenings,
753-3509, Claude Miller





SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•IFADING BRANDS OF COSmED( s
WALLIS DRUG
For Sale
AMERICAN ESKIMO Male, Registered.
From the circus line, 1 year old.
Call 753-5063 for appointment
FIREPLACE in large
den, three spacious
bedrooms, 1,2 baths, all
on 1 acre. Close in to




BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 51,4 acres
with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
1,2 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'






HOUSE WITH 2 acres.
Night call 753-9378, 753-
7263, days, 753-7494.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
house, large lot, with a
hiody -shop, 30 x 40, 2
driveways to it, 1 mile
West from the city limits




$300. Call 753-7203. '
49. Used Cats & Trucks
1975 CUTLASS Supreme.
Local car, like new. Call
753-4576 or 753-2789 after
5.





power steering. Call 753-
8200.•
1974 AUDI FOX. Real
nice. Good rubber.
Stereo tape player._




Call 753-7699 after 600 p.
m.
1971 FORD VAN. Can be
seen at University Gulf




TORINO, 2 door, 302
--r..- engine, air condition,





You buy a living room suite with accenting pieces or a den
suite with accenting piece_s, or hide-a-bed with matching 
chair, or a bedroom suite.. .We'll buy you the carpet for that 
TM= You pick the carpet from a uper Selection at Joe
Smith's Discount Carpet.












condition, 3 seats, power
disc brakes. One owner.
$650. Call 753-4769 after 5
p.m.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.




JEEP 1969 C.I-5, .good




power and air, 1969 Ford
LTD wagon, all original,
extra clean. $650. Call
436-2427.
1974 CHEVY PICKUP V-
8, air, automatic. $2,750.
Also 1971P4nto,- 4-speed,
$900 Call 753-9773
1969 V. W. automatic,
radio, under 45,000
miles, priced below
average retail. Call 753-
2485.
1970 MALIBU 307 2
barrel, 2 speed
automatic, needs front







1970 V. W. RED. $700. Call
753-7774.
1965 CHEVY TRUCK,
short wheel base, V-8
automatic. Will sell with
or without topper.. Call
436-2315 or 753-4698.
1973 CHEVROLET





truck is nice and in A-1
condition and is low
mileage. Also 1968 V.W.
in good condition. Call
day or night 436-5366.
1970 VW. $800. New in
every way. Call 753-7765.
1973 GRAND PRIX.
47,000 actual miles.
White interior and ex-
terior. Vinyl top. AM-
FM stereo tape. $2950.
Call 753-8445.
1966 DODGE STATION
wagon. $400. Can be seen
at Bucks Body Shop, or
phone/53-3050.
1972 GRAND TORINO 2
door hardtop, excellent
condition. Five new tires
wholesale. Can be seen
1803 College Farm
Road.
49 Used Cars & Trucks




after 4 p. m.
1972 PLYMQUTH station
wagon. Nirk passenger,
lots of extras, low
mileage. Call 753-3593.
TWO 40' vans. Tandem
axle. $850 each. Call 753
7656.
1972 "Gllievrolet Im-
pala, 4 door Sedan,
green-green vinyl top
- 39,000 actual miles,





SOO Ctiesin Lit 0•
1971 PIN'TO, extra one






1973 DATSUN 610 wagon
48,000 miles, dark blue
with white stripes New
battery and,, tires Air
and lots of extras Good
condition. MOO. Call
436-2401.
1958 TWO TON dump













awnings, . car porches
and roofs sealed. Call
7534873 _after-.5 p. 134.-
.1,ack Glover
ROY HARMON'S Car-
pen ter _ Shop.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th




bank grave: Call 436-
2306.
PANTING, EXTERIOR
and interior, new and







est ima I es. Quick drying.


















-mirrors, and table tops.






all types of rock; white,
decorative and wash
rock. All types of sand
and agriculture lime.
Mark Bucy Trucking,
call after 4 p. m. 753-8381
or 753-5795.
DOZER WORK - small
1972 VEGA panel wagon, , size ideal for leveling,
good condition. $395. spreading backfilling.




















by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling











clean rugs of all kinds.




estimates. 24 hour an-
swering • service, 500
Maple 753-0359.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding- and







home and industrial, air
conditioning/ and
refrigeration, •plumbing





doors, paver tile and










ficient service. NO job







Class will rake leaves
and do odd jobs. Call 753-
2456 or-767-2605 anytime.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail








in antique's. Call 753-
9232.
WILL KEEP children in
my home. Call 753-6189.
WILL DO inside or out-







Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE -SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 fat-







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.




bank gravel. Call 436-
9306.
LICTIMI SAVEDELIVERY20 MILENOWFREE
$3116.00 Up. Floored, reedy to irse. Mobile Manse add-oes, patios,
carports, offices. Say Hee Bost for Lass.








clean out of yards.
Phone 753-8994.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water





Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
L. W. Lyons 474-2364.




$4.00 bushel. Phone 753-
3828 or -pickup at
Shoemaker Seed Co.
53 Feed And Seed
JAP HAY f,,r- salt' Call
753-3229
54 Free Column
FREE - FOUR MONTH
old female kitten. Black
and white with a sweet
gentle personality.
House broken. Will
make an ideal family
pet. Call 753-3535 after 5
p. m.
FREE WHITE and tan
enedium sized female
dog, six months old. Had
shots, loves children.
Call 753-2253 after 3 p.
M.
FREE PUPPIES. Black,
white., and brown. Five
weeks old. Call 753-9863.
- - 
GOOD HOME wanted for
pampered 2" year old
female Siamese house
cat due to death of
owner. Neutered and
inoculated. New owner
must be eat lover: Call







"Look Before You Buy"
Murray Supply
208 E. Main Co., Inc. 753-3361
OPEN HOUSE




$05 Main - Murray, Ky.
753-0101 • 753-7531
Clearance
Nothing Down Take Up Payments
New WarranfY Monthly Payment
ssoo19" Black & White TV 
13" Color TV  slr
19" Magnavox Color TV  '14"
25" Magnavox Color TV  18
Magnavox Console Stereo  '14"
Wurlitzer Organ  '15w
J3 B Music
Cbasteirt Sr. Murray, Ky.
Kopperud Realty Is Pleased To Announce
he Addition Of Three New Sales Associate
Harry Patterson
Harry Patterson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Randall
Patterson, is a graduate of
Calloway County • High
School and Murray State
University, where he
received a B. S. degree in
Business Administration in
1971. Following graduation,
Mr. Patterson sold con-
dominiums in Atlanta,
Georgia for one year, and
worked as a salesman for
Pfizer, Incorporated for
two years, covering the
Mid-South area. He and his
wife, , Nancy, ,were co-
owners of the Gene & ,Io's
Florist in Murray until they
recently sold the business.




wife of Dr. Wallace
Baggett, Director of the
Murray State University
Division of Social Work,
resides at 1506 London •
Drive, Canterbury Estates_
She holds B.S. and M.S.
degrees from Murray State
University, is a member I
ihe CreaLive Ars




Raggett, who is a native of
Paris. Tennessee, has ‘,4.4)
(laughers. Jan, a
sophomore ai Murray Ste
University. and Pat. a
senior at Murray High
So hr
Murray's Fastest Growing Realty
Gs. GerieriAn dersenMrAnd sen
whose husband Jack is
manager of the General
Dairy Department of Ryan
Milk Company. attended
Murray Sete University, is
a member of the First
Methodist Church and the
Murray Woman's Club. She
and her husband Jack and
younges. daughter, Jill,
reside at 1209 Kirkwood
Drive. Mrs. Andersen has
been to Nlurra resident for •
(leven years, being
originally trait Mt 'vr-
non, Indiana
All three re(Try.1). passed
. real SaleSIllan
exanunaions given by the.
KemuckS Real Estate











Double .f uneral. services for
Itudell Bogard and his wife,
\ ornia Jean Bogard, will be
:eh! Saturday at two p.m. at
int, chapel of the Max Chur-
full Funeral Home with Rev.
e Walker and Rev. A. M.
!lion las officiating. The song




Russell, Eddie Street, Rob
Nalston, Rune Wariren, Billy
Balentine, Joe Rudolph, Billy
Ilamiltcn, Donald Stom,
Blondie McClure, Ralph
larris, Junior Garland, Solon
Lacy, Hollie Alderdice, and
Wayne Wilson.
Active pallbearers for Mr.'
Bogard will be Terry, Dale,
and Kenny Bogard, Wayne
Johnson, Mike Hicks, and
Ricky Cunningham.
The active pallbearers for
Mrs. Bogard will be Dale
Charlton, Kean Heck, Nickie
Lane Wilkinson, Lee Beach,
Donnie Williams, and Joe
Hopkins.
Interment will be in the
Fossett Cemetery by the
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church where both
Mr. and Mrs. Bogard were
members. -
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Bogard, age 50, and his
.wife, age 48, both died Wed-
nesday. He died at the home at
1634 Miller Avenue, Murray,
and she died at about 12:30
p.m. Wednesday at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
The couple is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Terry
Phylis McCuiston, Murray;
two sons, Phillip Bogard,
Almo, .and Greg Bogard,
Murray; four grandchildren,
Tony and Sherrie Bogard and
Kerni and Jean McCuiston.
Other survivors of Mr.
Bogard are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Hayden Bogard,
Dexter Route One; four
sisters, Mrs. Glen Sheppard,.
Mrs. Bobby Wayne Cun-
ningham, and Mrs, Odell
Hicks, all of Murray Route
Three, and Mrs. Howard
Johnson, Hardin Route One;
-bripthers, Praul - and
Ralph Bogard of Murray and
Charles Tommy Bogard, of
Murray Route Three.
Mrs. Bogard is also sur-
vived by her mother, Mrs.
Lora Wilkinson, Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Dale Charlton,
Mogpy Route Three, and
Mrs. Kean Heck, Henderson;
two brothers, Harold Lane






The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. will hold regular
worship services on Sunday,
October 31, at eleven a.m. and
6:45 p.m. with the pastor, Bro.
Lawson Williamson, speaking
at both hours.
"We've Come This Far By
Faith" and "He's The One"
will be the selections to be
sung by the Adult Choir,
directed by Tommy Scott with
Mrs. Scott at the piano: and
Mrs. Jim Neale at the organ.
Jim Kuykendall, deacon of
4.11e._iweek, will nc-cist in the
services.
The Youth will meet at four
p.m. for.practice and will sing
in the evening service. Also a
duet, "Beautiful Saviour,"
will be sung "by Bob and Patti
Phillips.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. with a Temperance
League speaker scheduled to
talk for the youth and adult
departments.
Church Training will be at
six p.m. at which time the
deacons of the church will also
have a meeting.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mary Janice Cooper,





The 459th Anniversary of the
Reformation will be observed
at 10:38 a. m. on Sunday,
October 31, at Immanuel
Lutheran Church. The
Reformation began in Ger-
many when Martin Luther
nailed his 95 theses to the
church door in Wittenberg on
October 31, 1517.
The Order of Worship to be
used by Immanuel
congregation on Sunday will
be one drawn up by Luther in
1525 at the request of
congregations involved in the
Reformation. They hymns
which will be sung will be ones
written by Martin Luther
during his career as a
reformer, according to Robert
A. Brockhoff, pastor.
The acolyte for this service
will be Mark Mueller. Th,e
-niiiSerY- attendant will be
Marilyn Faughn.
, LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.7
up 0.1.
Below dam 302.0 down 0.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a: m. 353.9
up OFI.
Below dam 316.3 down 0.1.
Sunset 6:04. Sunrise 7:17.
Moon sets 11:19 p. m., rises
Friday 1:31 p. m.
Ruth Pasco, librarian at Robertson Elementary School, helps students with books to read for the special fund
raising project, "Read-A-Thon," for the benefit of the Mentally Retarded persons, sponsored by the Kentucky
Association for Retarded Citizens and the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Students pictured here
are from the third and fourth grade rooms of Lucille Arnold, Judy Baucum, Pauline McCoy, Nellie Ruth Caldwell,
and Louise Overby. They are Jason Billington, Mary Grasty, Mandi Outland, Mitzi McDougal, Jennifer Kurz, Ashley
Willis, Kendra Thurmond, Lisa Shoemaker, Leslie Foster, Mark West, John Mark Potts, Missy Darnell, Amy John-




Willie Jackson, DireCtor of
Pupil Personnel of the Murray
City Schools, has announced
that all schools will be closed
on Tuesday, November 2,
Election Day.
Jackson, said Carter and
Robertson Elementary
Schools will also be closed on
Monday, November 1, for
parent-teacher conferences.
Friday, November 5, the
Murray Middle School will
hold its parent-teacher con-
ference day. _
Parents are urged to make
an appointment and talk with
their child's teacher con-
cerning their child's progress
in school on these days,
Jackson said.
Council. . .
- -(Continued from Page 1
approved on the second
reading at the next meeting of
the council.
Councilman Ed Chrisman
reported that the police
committee had studied a
request that a city ordinance
be amended to allow pool.
rooms to remain open until 2
a. m. on Friday and Saturday
nights and decided not to
recommend such a change.
A city ordinatice presently
requires pool rooms to close at
midnight and Chrisma-n
reported that input he had
received from councir
members and citizens in-
dicated that the midnight
closing of such establishments
was preferable.
City planner Stephen Zea-
announced that a study would
begin next week on the bus
system being operated by the
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens. He said the
study is being conducted by a
Cincinnati firm and that the
state Department of Tran-
sportation is paying the total
Warship services will be cost of the study.
held at liberty -Clanberlande -Zoe- also- reported that a
Presbyterian Church at nine traffic sign survey would be
a.m. Sunday, October 31, and underway in Murray in the
at North Pleasant Grove near future and that persons
Church at eleven a.m. Sunday. knowing of places that are in
Rev. W. Edd Glover will be need of traffic signs, or where
the speaker at both churches, signs need changing, should
His subject will be "Are You contact his office in City Hall.
Satisfied?" with his scripture Mayor John E. Scott read a
from Psalms 42:1. letter to the council from Dr.
Mrs. Emma Dean Lawson C. C. Lowry, president of the
will be in charge of the music Houston-McDevitt Clinic
at North Pleasant Grove. Corp. In the letter, Dr. Lowry
Sunday School will be at ten commended the Murray Fire
a.m. at both churches. Department, the Murray
Police Department and all
••i• others who assisted in fighting
the fire which destroyed the
clinic early last week.
Street-Sanitation Depart-
ment superintendent Lee
Bolen announced that the
city's annual leaf pickup




Judge Warren B. Miller
p.
Judge, Kentucky Court Of Appeals:
Judicial Ballot
November 2
1. judge Miller was chosen by Governor Carroll to serve in this im-
portant positicfn in our court system, and deserves to be elected
for a full term.
2. Judge Miller is fully qualified by his 36 years as an active lawyer,
county attorney, and Special Circuit Judge.
3. Judge Miller will continue to make the kind of Judge the people
of this District can depend upon for fair and impartial justice.
REMEMBER! YOU MUST VOTE THE
JUDICIAL BALLOT SEPARATELY!
Paid for by Warren B. Miller, Treasurer, Dixon, Ky. 42409.
Hospital.'. .
(Continued from Page 11
additional x-ray, operating
rooms and . associated
facilities will be constructed
on the east end of the present
building.
The expansion project will
include the addition of 40 long-
term ( convalescent ) beds to
replace those presently in the
convalescent division and an
additional 38 acute-care beds.
The addition of the acute-
care beds will raise the total -
available at the hospital from
the present 140 to 178.
The hospital's fiscal agent
indicated following the bond
bid opening Thursday that the
relatively low interest rate
reflects the operation of
hospital and the confidence
these people ( the low bidders y
have in the financial status of.
the-tocal hospital.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sob:collets who neve not
received their home.
delivered copy of The
Murray ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. Monday- friday Of
by 340 p.m. on Saturdays
m'it urged to call 753-1916
between 530 p.m. and 6
11•1•• 141/1166y• Friday oe
3:30 p.m. SW 4 p.m. surto!.
days, to Mime delivery of
the messp•rw cosi must
be *cod by 6 p.m. week.
lieT1 or 4 P.m. %twit's to
gworentrie delivery.
Staff Photo by David Hill
Judicial Article To Be
Financed From Other Programs
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The money to pay for im-
plementation of the judicial
article may have to be cut
from other programs financed
by the current budget, ac-
.cording to members of the
legislative committee that
oversees money matters.
The Interim Joint Com-
mittee on Appropriations and
Revenue Thursday discussed
the possibility that the budget
may have to be re-evaluated
during the special session of
the legislature to find money
to finance the state's new
court system.
"I have -never been in a
special session • where they
opened up the budget," said
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
committee chairman.
But Clarke warned that
unless the legislature makes
some revisions in the budget;
"We may have to increase
taxes."
_ He noted that_ the Kentucky
constitution prohibits the state
from deficit tpending.
Clarke said revenue figures
supplied by Revenue Corn-
missioner Maurice Carpenter
make it clear that "we can't
continue to spend what we've
been spending' and im-





assigned to the committee,
said the final budget proposal
to implement the new lower
court . system should be
presented to the state
Supreme Court next week by
the administrative office of
the courts.
That agency has been
--preparing the legislation to
put the 'new judicial system
into effect. •
Dutton also said an in-
dependent audit of revenues
and expenditures in the state's
lower courts should be ready
by Monday.
The committee agreed to
ask the state Department for
.Finance _ and Administration.
to hold joint budget hearings
with the committee on the
financial impact of putting the
new court' system into effect.
Dr. lames Graham, Superintendent of Public In-
struction, spoke Thursday night at the Southwest
Elementary School as a special guest of the Parent-
Teacher Club. Dr. lack Rose, superintendent of Calloway
County School Board, and members of the board were
in attendance along with other guests from the city and
county.
Staff Photo bv Barr v Drew
Mt Horeb Church
Plans Event Sunday
A group from the University
of Martin, TEM., will sing at
the Mt. Horeb Free Will
Baptist Church on Sunday,
October 31, at three p. m.
Evangelist Thomas D.
Morris of Fulton, Tenn., will
be the speaker, according to
the pastor, Hey. Richard
Drew. The service will be




Pr coo of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First .71 Michigan, Corp., of




• - • • 6244- -"le--------
Ponderosa Systems 6, +
Kimberly Clark 38% unc
Union Carbide 60%
W.R. Grace 27% -La
Texaco 27 -4%
General Elec. .. 53W +t.
GAFeCorp LP'.
Georgia Pacific 36% +Ls
Pfizer' 29% +%
Jim Walters 36,4 -04
Kirsch.* 15,4 we
Disney 45,4 +%
Franklin Mint 26,v +
Prices of stacks of local interest Si
noon today furnished to the Ledger &







Ashland Oil 27% + W
A. T. is T 60% +t
Foid 56W 4-4o
Gen. Dynamics 4744 +2
Gen. Motors 
t len. itre - - ----
73% +t
Goodrich 237
Gulf Oil 2644 -Ati
Pennwalt 30 -44
Quaker Oats 244 +,4
Republic Steel 32% '4-'4
Singer 17% unc
Tappan 84 -,4
Western Union 10 -,4
Zenith 27,.+%
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Or
tober 79, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts : Act. 613 Est. 900 Barrows &
Gilts Steady Sows Steady
US 1-2 M0430 the. $31.50-31.75
US 14 )30-240 the. 131.00-31.50
US 2-4 5104410 the 630.00-31.00
US 2-4200-200 the. 629.00-31_06
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 Ibis. $23.00-23.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. 13.00-33.50
US 1-3 450-6501bs. 527.5044.50
US 2-3 3004001bs. $22.00-23.00
Boars 19.00-21.00
Tom Atwood of East
Baptist Church, Paducah,
will be the evangelist and
leading the singing at the
revival services to be held
at the Elm Grove Baptist
Church, located on High-
way 94 East, starting Mon-
day, November 1, and
continuing through Sun-
day, November 7. Ser-
vices will be at seven
p.m., according to Mar-
shall Mines, interim
pastor of the church, who





Group, ages 11 to 15, of the -
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church will
collect for UNICEF in various
areas of the city and county on
Sunday, October 31, from two
to four p. in., according to Ann
Jeffrey, coordinator of the
group.
These young people will be
joining over three million
other Americans in the
celebration of National
UNICEF Day this Halloween.
Funds .will be used. to help
children In all parts of the
world.
Charles G. Warner Jr. D.V.M.
Practice







Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Fri. 8 to 5
Thurs. & Sat. 8-12 Noon
REVIVAL
November 1-7 7:00 P.M.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Tom Atwood
East Baptist Church, Paducah, Ky.
MarsSall Mines (Interim Pastor)




203 South 31d- Phone 153-2438
Murray. Kentucky
"Quality Granites of Lasting Beauty"
•
-
